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The idea for “Party with a Pur-
pose,” held May 21 at Bayview 
Yards, was kindled last year when 
event chairs Jenny Shinder and 

Lenora Zelikovitz were travelling through 
Israel with a Jewish Federation of Otta-
wa-sponsored group participating in a 
Jewish Women’s Renaissance Project tour.

When the bus stopped at Susan’s 
House, a place for at-risk teens that 
teaches vulnerable kids how to cre-
ate glass work and ceramics, Shinder 
thought to herself, “I’m not buying 
any of this stuff. I don’t need any more 
tchotchkes in my house.”

But she listened to the speaker and 
that immediately changed her mindset 
from “I don’t need any more tchotchkes” 
to “take all my money.”

“Hearing the story touched my heart,” 
Shinder told the full house audience at 
Party with a Purpose. “Hearing the story 
was the difference that moved me from 
the typical feeling of obligatory giving 
to a completely different feeling, which I 
like to call ‘heartfelt giving.’”

Then Shinder and Zelikovitz had the 
conversation that led to the creation 

of Party with a Purpose. “We thought, 
‘what if we could go home and bring 
some heartfelt giving experiences to our 
own community?’”

Party with a Purpose was a two-hour 
cocktail and dessert reception. After an 
hour of socializing, or “friend-raising,” 
the second hour was dedicated to fund-
raising and learning about three vital 
initiatives in the Jewish community: 
Ten Yad, which steps in to provide sup-
port for those experiencing an acute 
life-changing event; Shalom Bayit, a Jew-
ish Family Services of Ottawa program 
supporting women suffering abuse; and 
Keshet for Kids, a Tamir inclusivity ini-
tiative that allows children with special 
needs to go to summer camp.

Spokespersons from each of the three 
initiatives were given 10 minutes to 
explain their project and attendees were 
given the opportunity to make targeted 
donations to them.

Sarah Caspi, executive director of 
Jewish Family Services of Ottawa, spoke 
about the Shalom Bayit program.

“Unfortunately, domestic abuse hap-
pens in all communities, and it happens 

in our community,” said Caspi. “Think 
about what you can do to help the 
women you know” who are dealing with 
emotional, psychological, financial or 
physical abuse.

Esti Fogel and Debbie Scharf spoke 
on behalf of Ten Yad and explained the 
all-volunteer organization has coordi-
nators in neighbourhoods across the 
city. Scharf read from Psalm 121, “A song 
for ascents. I shall raise my eyes to the 
mountains, from where will my help 
come?” in noting the group’s mission to 
assist individuals and families dealing 
with difficult situations including deaths 
of loved ones, serious illness, hospitaliza-
tions and other traumas. 

Laurie Oakley, Tamir’s residential 
services manager and Madelaine Werier, 
a parent of children with autism, and 
a co-founder of JOIN (Jewish Ottawa 
Inclusion Network), spoke on behalf 
of the Keshet for Kids program, which 

supports children with special needs in 
having summer camp experiences.

“Keshet for Kids will benefit families 
like mine,” said Werier, “but it will also 
benefit the entire community… The 
community is stronger by supporting the 
inclusion of all kids.”

The response to the inaugural Party 
with a Purpose was strong.

Funds raised at the event totalled more 
than $20,000. Interestingly, many in 
attendance gave to all three organizations.

Women attending the first Party with 
a Purpose were enthusiastic in their 
praise for the event.

Adele Sidney attended as a supporter 
of Ten Yad. “That was the catalyst,” she 
said, “but I like the more casual atmo-
sphere.”

“It’s a beautiful creative space with 
a nice energy,” said Eileen Melnick 
McCarthy, a member of the executive of 

‘Heartfelt giving’ highlighted 
at inaugural fundraiser

HOWARD SANDLER 

Sarah Caspi, executive director of Jewish Family Services of Ottawa (centre), and Party with a 
Purpose Co-Chairs Jenny Shinder (left) and Lenora Zelikovitz, gather at the event, May 21.

Party with a Purpose, the Jewish Federation of 
Ottawa’s inaugural flagship event for women, 
raised more than $20,000 for three vital  
community initiatives, while giving women  
in the community an opportunity to mingle 
and make friends. Louise Rachlis reports.

http://www.tinyurl.com/ojb-alerts
http://www.jeremyroberts.ca
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BY MATTHEW HORWOOD

The World Jewish Congress (WJC) 
and the Centre for Israel and 
Jewish Affairs (CIJA) presented 
two panel discussions, May 15 at 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ Lester B. 
Pearson Building, during the WJC gov-
erning board meetings, held this year in 
Ottawa.

The panels took place on the same 
day as the Christchurch Call to Action 
Summit, a global effort by some govern-
ments and tech companies to “eliminate 
terrorist and violent extremist content 
online.”

In the first discussion, Facebook exec-
utives Peter Stern and Kevin Chan were 
interviewed by Tamara Fathi of Ottawa, 
a member of WJC Jewish diplomatic 
corps.

In the aftermath of the Christchurch 
shooting – which was live-streamed by 
the perpetrator on Facebook – Stern 
said the site has introduced measures to 
tighten restrictions on its live-streaming 
service.

These measures include restricting 
the use of Facebook Live for those who 
have repeatedly violated community 
standards, as well as working with uni-
versities to “get smarter about identify-
ing images and taking them down faster 
if they violate our policies,” said Stern.

When determining whether someone 
should be permanently banned from 
Facebook – as was the case for conspir-
acy theorist Alex Jones and alt-right 
polemicist Milo Yiannopoulos – Stern 
said the site looks at the “types of state-
ments they’ve made on Facebook,” as 
well as whether they have “detailed con-
nections to violence and organized hate.”

Stern said Holocaust denial is “one of 
the most difficult policy areas we deal 
with,” and that Facebook works regular-
ly with Jewish organizations around the 
world, such as CIJA, to “promote accu-
rate information about the Holocaust.”

Facebook’s policies do not allow 
people to “celebrate, defend or justify 
the Holocaust, or mock victims or sur-
vivors,” but Stern said posts cannot be 
removed solely on the grounds of being 
historically inaccurate.

“We are trying to protect people 
through our policies, not ideas or insti-
tutions,” Stern explained.

Chan said when it comes to moder-
ating online content, Facebook wants 
“other people to share in the respon-
sibility of making some of these tough 
decisions.” This is partially why Face-
book has plans to create an external 
content oversight board, which would 
allow an independent body to adjudi-
cate important decisions on content 
moderation.

During the second discussion, CIJA 
CEO Shimon Koffler Fogel moderated 
a discussion on online hate with MPs 
Anthony Housefather (Liberal), Michael 
Cooper (Conservative) and Tracey Ram-
sey (NDP).

Housefather said governments need 
to cooperate internationally to create 
“uniform definitions of hateful content” 
in order to make it easier for tech com-
panies to regulate social media. He also 
spoke about the importance of educat-
ing Canadians on how to spot “fake” 
news. Housefather said one of the “main 
things that distresses me in my office” 
is the number of emails and letters he 
receives a week containing information 
that is “completely false.”

“People believe what they read on 
social media, so we need to teach digital 
literacy and teach our youth and our 
seniors what is and is not fake,” House-
father said.

Cooper said there is “no question” 
that online hate is a serious issue that is 
getting worse with time. He also spoke 
about the need for clear definitions of 
online hate that can be applied without 
“unduly killing free speech and expres-
sion.”

Tracey Ramsey, vice-chair of the 
House of Commons Standing Committee 
on Justice and Human Rights, acknowl-
edged that many religious communi-
ties are feeling “fearful and uncertain” 
because of the “fostering of online hate 
that turns into real life violence.”

Ramsey said MPs have a role to play 
in the fight against online hate speech, 
and a simple way to do that is “calling 
out online hate when we see it.”
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ened on January 9.
“They did a great job of keeping 

everyone calm and not getting them 
scared unnecessarily. I feel very, very 
comfortable with it. There’s only so much 
you can do.”

An open letter to U.S. President Donald 
Trump, signed by all 100 U.S. senators, 
urged specifi c action on anti-Semitism 
and alluded to the fi scal pressure on JCCs.

“We are concerned that the number of 
incidents is accelerating, and failure to 
address and deter these threats will place 
innocent people at risk and threaten the 
fi nancial viability of JCCs, many of which 
are institutions in their communities,” 
the March 7 letter said.

Several Canadian JCCs – including 
locations in Calgary, Toronto, Vancouver 
and Winnipeg – have received bomb 
threats. The JCC in London, Ontario has 
received bomb threats twice. 

In response, Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau condemned the attacks in a 
statement issued on March 8 and pledged 
the federal government’s support in 
combatting anti-Semitism.

“This week, Jewish communities 
across the country have again been 
targeted by hateful threats and acts 
designed to make us all afraid. I want to 
say again – we will stand by you every day 

in the face of intolerance, prejudice and 
outright criminal acts. We understand the 
fear and anxiety each one of these threats 
creates in the Jewish community, espe-
cially when the locations targeted are 
places where Jewish families and chil-
dren gather. The cowards who target 
Jewish schools, community centres and 

synagogues won’t shake our resolve, and 
we’ll work with law enforcement to bring 
them to justice,” said Trudeau.

“In Canada, we stand together because 
we know that diversity is our strength. It 
built this country. Jews in Montreal, 
Toronto, Vancouver and across the 
country should know they have the full 
support of the Government of Canada as 
we guard against a resurgence of 
anti-Semitism. We’re with you, and will 
do everything we can to keep you safe.”

As of press time (12 noon, March 10), 
there have been no bomb threats 
received at the Soloway Jewish 
Community Centre (SJCC) in Ottawa. 
However, staff working in the building 
– including SJCC, Jewish Federation of 
Ottawa, Ottawa Jewish Community 

Foundation, Ganon Preschool and 
Ottawa Jewish Bulletin staff – have 
received briefi ngs on how to respond in 
the event of a bomb threat and an 
evacuation drill has been held.

Security protocols on the Jewish 
Community Campus are constantly 
updated, notes Federation President and 
CEO Andrea Freedman in a Bulletin 
article, to “ensure that we are appropri-
ately prepared should there be a threat. 
We must all remain vigilant and atten-
tive, while, at the same time, continue to 
enjoy participating in the richness and 
fullness of Jewish life.” (See page 3.)

Even among parents who are keeping 
their kids in JCC preschools that have 
received bomb threats, stress has been 
created in places meant to be immune 
from danger. Even as the youngest kids 
remain unaware of the bomb threats, 
they’ve resulted in scenes of cribs being 
pulled outside, and law enforcement 
offi cials searching Jewish community 
campuses. Last month, the Anti-
Defamation League issued a brochure 
titled, “5 Tips for Talking with Children 
about Bomb Threats at Jewish 
Community Centers,” which is available 
online. http://tinyurl.com/ADL-5-tips 

While the threats have all been hoaxes, 
the disruption and inconvenience are 
having an impact on members and 
parents.

“I’m not scared, I’m infuriated,” said 
Emily Hausman, 29, whose three kids all 
attend preschool at the Birmingham JCC. 
“I fi nd the whole thing infuriating. A 
threat is just a threat. They’re not real 
and we’re being inconvenienced, and our 
poor kids are being inconvenienced, and 
dragged out into the rain.”

Ottawa Jewish Bulletin Editor Michael 
Regenstreif contributed to this report. 

Continued from page 1 

JCCs: Trudeau pledges support in fi ghting anti-Semitism
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University of Ottawa

Minor in Jewish Canadian Studies  
Courses being offered in the upcoming year: 
Fall 2010: Introduction to Yiddish Language and Culture 1; 
NEW: Sociology of Contemporary Canadian Jewish Life.

Winter 2011: Introduction to Yiddish Language and Culture 2; Introduction to Jewish 
Canadian Studies; History of the Jews in Canada.

Instructors: Professors Pierre Anctil, Rebecca Margolis and Randal Schnoor.

For more information, contact our program coordinator, Professor Seymour Mayne 
613-562-5800 ext.1148   |   Email: mayne@uOttawa.ca   |   www.Vered.uOttawa.ca

An academic program promoting the understanding of Jewish life, culture, language,  
literature and history in Canada. 

The Vered Jewish Canadian  
Studies Program

The Vered Jewish Canadian Studies Program 
at the University of Ottawa

Yiddish Summer Institute
A six-week, six-credit 
intensive introductory course 
in Yiddish language and culture 

May 1 to June 13, 2017
Daily language classes, culture class, fieldtrips

Open to all students, no previous background required

An ideal opportunity for students:
ο who require Yiddish language reading knowledge for their research; 
ο who are interested in Yiddish performance of theatre or music; 
ο for whom Yiddish is a family or heritage language;
ο who want to learn more about Eastern European Jewish culture;
ο who wish to be able to translate out of or into Yiddish;
ο who seek to be creative in Yiddish;
ο who enjoy learning new languages.

Financial support and scholarships are available. 
Registration opens at the end of March. 

For information regarding the program, registration, and housing: 
www.yiddishottawa.com

Or contact the program coordinator and instructor: 
Professor Rebecca Margolis rmargoli@uottawa.ca

the Women’s Collective Philanthropy 
Program.

“This is a really new and interest-
ing venue to try,” agreed Fran Freed-
man-Kesler. “I feel very strongly that 
Jewish women should support Feder-
ation activities. That’s why I’m here.”

“I like attending Jewish communi-
ty events that showcase all the good 

being done in our community,” said 
Stephanie Levitz. “I like that this event 
attracts a diverse group of women 
across the community.”

“I loved the opportunity to meet 
new people,” said Devora Caytak. “It 
provided a meaningful evening out. It 
couldn’t get any better than that… My 
hat’s off to the organizers – very, very 
well done.”

Continued from page 1

Party: Friend-raising and fundraising

HOWARD SANDLER 

Attendees mingle during the friend-raising hour of Party with a Purpose, Federation’s new 
flagship event for women, May 21 at Bayview Yards.
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World Jewish Congress holds Ottawa panels on online hate 

MATTHEW HORWOOD 

(From left) MP Tracey Ramsey, CIJA CEO Shimon Koffler Fogel, and MPs Anthony Housefather 
and Michael Cooper discuss strategies to combat the spread on online hate during the World 
Jewish Congress meetings in Ottawa, May 15.

mailto:brent@brentcomrealty.com
http://www.brentcomrealty.com
http://www.hpmcgarry.ca
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Six members of the Jewish com-
munity were recipients of Forty 
Under 40 awards.

The awards, organized by the 
Ottawa Business Journal and Ottawa 
Board of Trade, recognize “accom-
plished and rising business leaders 
under the age of 40 in the National Cap-
ital Region.”

This year, over 160 applications were 
submitted. All nominees were scored by 
several judges using a 40-point system: 
20 points for business accomplishments, 
10 for expertise in their field, and 10 for 
community and charitable activities.

The award recipients gathered at 
the University of Ottawa’s Telfer Exec-
utive MBA facility, May 29, to network 
and share their stories ahead of a gala 
celebration, June 21, at the Hilton Lac-
Leamy Hotel and Casino.

Stephanie Appotive of Howard Fine 
Jewellers said she felt “humbled” to be 
chosen for the award. “I never thought 
to apply, much less imagined being 
acknowledged. It was the encourage-
ment and support of friends and col-
leagues that inspired this achievement,” 
she said.

Appotive said her Jewish upbringing 
has always taught her the importance of 
giving back to the community, “whether 
it be supporting children, hospitals and 
schools for many charitable events, or 
providing learning opportunities for our 
staff.” 

Jacob Shabinsky, managing director 
at Glenview Homes, said the award is 

a great way for young business leaders 
in Ottawa to “celebrate their accom-
plishments and share ideas with one 
another.”

Shabinsky also said his goal is to use 
the award as a platform to “emphasize 
the importance of giving back to the 
local community through philanthropy 
and volunteering.”

Joelle Zagury of Merivale Vision Care 
said she was “proud and humbled” to 
be recognized, and hopes the award will 
“help some of the newer and younger 
doctors build up their patient base.”

Zagury said Ottawa’s Jewish commu-
nity has been supportive of her clinic, 
by bringing their families and “always 
coming in with kind words.”

Danya Vered, vice-president at Strat-
egyCorp Inc., said the award is a “testa-
ment to the hard work and long hours 
that I have put into my professional and 

volunteer career.”
Vered said the recognition, along 

with being the first female vice-presi-
dent in her firm and incoming chair of 
the board of directors of the United Way, 
gives young women “reassurances that 
there is a path to success for you.”

Sender Gordon, director of invest-
ments and leasing at Regional Group, said 
he too feels humbled by the award, but 
finds it “difficult” to be in the spotlight.

Gordon said his study of Talmud, 
which to him is about “taking a story 
and looking at it from different angles 
and cutting it into many pieces,” has 
carried over to his job at Regional 
Group.

“I analyze investment opportunities 
and try to uncover things others have 
not yet seen, and I think the way I was 
taught definitely plays a role in that,” he 
said.

Josh Garellek, co-founder of Arc-
tic Leaf Inc., said he could not have 
achieved the award without the “sup-
port and dedication” of his team.

Garellek said the Jewish values of 
“community, work ethic and persever-
ance” have given him the motivation 
to build his business, and he hopes to 
continue to “give back to the Jewish 
community and help support the new 
generation of entrepreneurs.”

Community members receive Forty Under 40 Awards

MATTHEW HORWOOD 

(From left) Danya Vered, Joelle Zagury, Jacob Shabinsky and Sender Gordon were among the 
Forty Under 40 award recipients who gathered, May 29, at the University of Ottawa’s Telfer 
Executive MBA facility.

 O U R   A M A Z I N G

Ambassador opens 
Israeli Film Festival: 
Israeli Ambassador 
Nimrod Barkan 
brings greetings to 
the opening of 
Ottawa’s annual 
Israeli Film Festival, 
June 6, at the Ottawa 
Art Gallery. The 
festival concludes 
with a screening of 
“Working Woman” by 
director Michael 
Aviad on Thursday, 
June 27, 7 pm.

mailto:fdavila@tamir.ca
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BY KEVIN BARWIN, CHAIR
GRANTS AND EVALUATION COMMITTEE
JEWISH FEDERATION OF OTTAWA

Generous donations to the 2019 Annual Cam-
paign have paved the way for the Jewish Feder-
ation of Ottawa to offer exciting, new strategic 
funding opportunities for our community 

agencies. During the past few months, the Grants and 
Evaluations Committee has worked closely and tireless-
ly with Federation staff to implement new processes in 
order to distribute these dollars to our community in an 
equitable and timely manner.

Thanks to new and increased gifts, plus a generous 
matching fund, we now have $1 million in fresh fund-
ing available to the community. This “strategic fund-
ing” does not change the regular operational allocation 
that Federation provides to agencies on a two-year 
basis. Strategic funds are over and above the two-year 
allocation, and are designed to have maximum impact 
on the four key priority areas set by Federation: Jewish 
education, Jewish experiences, care for the vulnerable, 
and security.

Strategic funding presents an amazing opportu-
nity for our volunteer committee, which consists of 
12 people from various backgrounds, representing a 
cross-section of our community. We often say that 
Grants and Evaluations is one of the most interest-
ing volunteer roles in Federation because, through 
annual meetings with funded agencies and the 
grant application process, this committee gets to see 
first-hand the amazing and diverse work of Jewish 
Ottawa. Our challenge is, of course, to select the ini-
tiatives and programs that best align with our com-
munity needs and priorities and those that will have 
the greatest measurable impact.

We are very pleased to report that the rollout 
of new funding has already begun. The first recip-
ient program, Jewish Experience Microgrants, was 
approved in April. This program offers grants of up to 
$2,500 for events, projects, and initiatives that bring 
us together in Jewish life. Anyone in the community 
can apply at any time throughout the year. Also in the 

area of Jewish experiences, Federation has launched 
Jewish Jumpstart. This is an incentive grant for unaf-
filiated individuals and families to join the Soloway 
Jewish Community Centre and Ottawa’s Jewish con-
gregations.

Jewish education is another key area of focus for 
strategic funding. Our two community day schools will 
see funding increase by almost 40 per cent through 
strategic grants. These dollars are intended for specific, 
one-time activities that will help the schools improve 
financial sustainability, provide excellence in educa-
tion, and undertake collaborative projects that benefit 
both schools. In addition, there is $25,000 for special 
education projects, in addition to the $50,000 raised 
in summer 2018. Applications are now open and funds 
will be allocated to projects in time for the 2019-2020 
school year.

To help offset the costs of the significant security 
needs in our community, a matching grant for the Fed-
eral Security Infrastructure Program has been put in 
place in time for the next round of applications in July. 
We have $50,000 in this fund to share among success-
ful applicants.

In winter 2020, the Jewish Journeys fund will be 
added to funds for Jewish Experiences. A grant from 
this fund is renewable for three years and will be avail-
able to organizations to arrange meaningful Jewish 
programs.

Finally, in spring 2020, a significant portion of stra-
tegic funding – $240,000 – will be allocated to grants 
that help to care for the vulnerable in our community.

These new strategic funds, together with the 
Innovative Fund for Capacity Building, have greatly 
increased the Grants committee’s ability to support 
Ottawa’s Jewish community. We are excited about the 
potential impact of these new funds and look forward 
to sharing the success stories of these projects with 
you in the coming months.

For more information on these strategic funding 
opportunities, contact Kara Goodwin, Federation direc-
tor of Community Collaboration, at 613-798-4696, ext. 
200, or kgoodwin@jewishottawa.com.

Federation announces new microgrants 
and membership incentives

Hillel Lodge Volunteer 
Service Award: At the 
Hillel Lodge annual 
general meeting, May 
29, family members 
accepted the Thelma 
Steinman Award for 
Outstanding Volunteer 
Service on behalf of the 
late Sheila Hartman. 
     (From left) Hartman’s 
daughter Tracy Bielak, 
husband Larry Hartman 
and daughter Marni 
Hartman with 
presenters Gail Victor 
and Adele Tate, 
daughters of Thelma 
Steinman.

Hillel Lodge President’s Award for Service: At the Hillel 
Lodge annual general meeting, May 29, the Shalom 
Perel President’s Award for Service was presented to 
Issie Scarowsky (left) by Hillel Lodge Board of Directors 
Past-President Irwin Kreisman.

ISSIE SCAROWSKY 

mailto:diane.koven@sunlife.com
mailto:kgoodwin@jewishottawa.com
mailto:jan.harder@ottawa.ca
http://www.janharder.ca
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Canada has a “generational advan-
tage” when it comes to canna-
bis, according to Bruce Linton, 
founder, chair and co-CEO of 

cannabis company Canopy Growth.
Linton was the guest speaker at the 

annual general meeting of the Ottawa 
Jewish Community Foundation, June 6, at 
the Soloway Jewish Community Centre.

Canopy Growth, founded in Smiths 
Falls in 2013, was the first cannabis com-
pany in North America to be listed on a 
major stock exchange.

Linton began by explaining the dif-
ferences between two of the main active 
ingredients in Cannabis: THC, which 
causes psychoactive effects, and CBD, 
which can be used to manage neuro-
logical problems, such as Parkinson’s 
disease and epilepsy, as well as assist 
people with anxiety and sleep problems.

Linton said he is not in the business 
of convincing people to like cannabis, 
he only wants them to recognize the 
illegal cannabis market “does $8 billion 
in business a year, and they have no 
criteria when they sell it except whether 
you can you pay for it.”

Linton said his company is prioritizing 
seeking out regulation, as their main com-
petitor is “bad public policy.” An example 
of this, according to Linton, is when can-
nabis-infused foods and drinks have no 
limit on how much THC is in them.

 “You can imagine the reputational 
damage that can occur to a sector when 
a beverage has 50 times more of an 
active agreement in it than is necessary 
to cause an effect,” he said.

Linton said Canopy Growth has spon-
sored several charitable events in Smith 
Falls and also partners with the Cana-
dian Drug Policy Coalition and Mothers 
Against Drunk Driving to help prevent 
impaired driving, and the University of 
British Columbia to research the use of 
cannabis in treating opioid addiction.

Foundation President and CEO Andrea 
Freedman presented the Foundation’s 
new Five-Year Strategic Plan and spoke 
specifically about two initiatives: using 
the Foundation 50th anniversary celebra-
tions in 2021 to help with fundraising and 
brand promotion; and a partnership with 
the Harold Grinspoon Foundation’s Life 
& Legacy program to promote “after-life-
time giving to benefit Jewish day schools, 
synagogues, social service organizations 
and other Jewish entities.”

Freedman also said the strategic plan 
has an “ambitious” goal of securing an 
average of one new legacy commitment 
each month over the five-year period, 
for a total of at least 60 gifts with a min-

imum estimated value of $6 million.
The AGM was chaired by outgoing 

Foundation Chair Gillie Vered, who said 
the Foundation is the “bridge that con-
nects the past, present and future.”

Vered thanked the community for the 
“honour, opportunity and responsibili-
ty” of chairing the Foundation over the 
past two years, and acknowledged his 
fellow board and committee members.

“We have had a lot of interesting 
debate at the committee and board 
level, but it’s always been constructive, 
interesting and for the benefit of the 
community,” he said.

Vered also discussed the special 
nature of Ottawa’s Jewish community 
and talked about a woman he met while 
serving on the board of Hillel Academy 
(now the Ottawa Jewish Community 
School) who had recently moved her 
family to Ottawa from Argentina. Vered 
encouraged the woman to enrol her son 
at Hillel, and said she later told him the 
community gave her a life, and that she 
was “ever thankful.”

He also spoke about his parents who, 
he said, moved to Ottawa from Israel 63 
years ago with no connections, but were 
invited into Ottawa’s Jewish community.

The fact that any member of the 
community can be active, “regardless of 
age or background,” as well as the com-
munity’s supportive and compassionate 
nature, is what makes it so special, 
Vered said.

However, he warned, the community 
must not be taken for granted, which is 
why it needs “ongoing care, resources and 
all of us getting involved to do our part,” 
for the community to grow and flourish.

Incoming Foundation Chair Lawrence 
Weinstein said each of his family mem-
bers has “benefited from the Jewish 
institutions that visionary leaders before 
us built.”

Weinstein said he took on the role of 
Foundation chair because, “I value our 
Jewish community and want to make 
sure the generations that come after me 
have the same opportunities I did.”

Weinstein, who mentioned he is “in 
the home-building business,” compared 
the strength of Ottawa’s Jewish commu-
nity to that of a house, saying “without 
a strong foundation, the home will col-
lapse.” He said for the Jewish communi-
ty, this strength comes from sustained 
funding – provided in perpetuity – to 
the Foundation.

“As a businessman, the idea that I 
can make a gift to the Foundation, that 
it is invested wisely, and that annual dis-
bursements can be made to the causes 

I care most about, is extremely attrac-
tive,” he said.

Weinstein paid tribute to the work 
Vered did as Foundation chair and said 
he is excited “to do my part to ensure 
our community’s future.”

Foundation Treasurer Adina Libin 
presented the financial report, noting the 
Foundation made grant commitments of 
$2,728,619, 94.4 per cent of which were 
to Jewish agencies in Ottawa, with 1.4 
per cent of the grants going to Jewish 
agencies elsewhere in North America, 2.8 
per cent to non-sectarian agencies, and 
1.4 per cent to Israeli agencies.

Several awards and scholarships were 
presented during the AGM.

Two Women’s Collective Endowment 
Fund Awards, valued at $1,000 each, 
were presented to the Ottawa Kosher 
Food Bank and Hillel Ottawa, and the 
Norman Lesh Philanthropy Award, val-
ued at $3,500, was presented to Ottawa 
Torah Centre Chabad.

McGill University student Hannah 
Srour received the George Joseph Cooper 
Scholarship. Valued at $19,171, the schol-
arship is presented annually to a student 
from Ottawa’s Jewish community who 
has “displayed leadership qualities, aca-
demic excellence, a strong commitment 
to the Jewish community, and whose 
studies and career goals will advance the 

arts, literary or social sciences.”
The Ilana and Steven Rubin Schol-

arship was presented to graduating 
high school students Eden Ayele and 
Matthew Mendonca, who each received 
$1,800 toward their university educa-
tion.

Philanthropy, scholarships, and a new five- 
year plan also on the agenda at the Ottawa 
Jewish Community Foundation annual general 
meeting. Matthew Horwood reports.

Foundation AGM hears about Canada’s new cannabis industry

HOWARD SANDLER 

Paul Finn presents the 2019 George Joseph Cooper Scholarship to McGill University student 
Hannah Srour at the Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation AGM, June 6, at the SJCC.

HOWARD SANDLER 

Outgoing Foundation Chair Gillie Vered 
receives a gift in appreciation of his service 
presented by Michael Landau, a past chair of 
the Foundation, at the Ottawa Jewish 
Community Foundation AGM, June 6, at the 
SJCC.

HOWARD SANDLER 

Lynne Oreck-Wener (left) presents a Women’s Collective Endowment Fund Award to the Ottawa 
Kosher Food Bank, represented by food bank manager Dahlia Milech, at the Ottawa Jewish 
Community Foundation AGM, June 6, at the SJCC. 
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I grew up on a remarkable street. Of 
course, we had no idea that it was 
remarkable. Edgecliffe Avenue, in 
the Carlington area, was a solidly 

middle class street in the 1960s. One of 
its distinctions was the number of Jew-
ish families – it was perhaps 65 per cent 
Jewish, in a time when that was quite 
unusual.

All of our shuls had members on 
Edgecliffe. Indeed, one of our shuls 
was founded by Morris Kimmel, of 
blessed memory. We had Holocaust 
survivors, teachers at Hillel Academy, 
a cantor, immigrant families, and long-

time Canadian families. Almost all of 
the children on the street went to the 
only Jewish day school, Hillel Academy. 
Those that didn’t, went to supplemen-
tary school. We were community. We 
represented the spectrum of Ottawa’s 
Jewish community, our parents partici-
pated in it strongly, and that got passed 
down to us.

From the kids that grew up there, we 
count three shul presidents, and leaders 
of Hillel Lodge, Ottawa Jewish Commu-
nity School (OJCS), Camp B’nai Brith, 
the Jewish Federation of Ottawa Annual 
Campaign, two Federation chairs and 
one future chair. We have two recipients 
of the Gilbert Greenberg Award. Those 
kids became teachers, cantors and rab-
bis. We learned community values at 
our parents’ knees.

The community we inherited was 
envisioned and inspired by giants, but 
was built by everyone. It welcomed 
new people, from overseas and across 

Canada. It was a community that built 
Jewish education in Ottawa, provided 
services to the needy, and transmitted 
the values of community to the chil-
dren. It is all of this that we must do, to 
keep our community strong as it moves 
further into the 21st century, and looks 
to the 22nd. We must rekindle the spirit 
of Edgecliffe Avenue.

So what can the Jewish Federation 
of Ottawa do to move “back to the 
future”? We have to transmit to our 
children the same values that were 
transmitted to us. We have to ensure 
that our community is a welcoming 
one. We have discovered in our consul-
tations that people do not understand 
what Federation is and does. We have to 
correct that in order to strengthen com-
munity bonds. In short, Federation is 
the spine, the infrastructure of commu-
nity. It helps make possible all that we 
want in community. These are captured 
in our new five-year strategic plan.

The Federation Board needs to be 
more visible, and will be. Did you know 
that our meeting summaries are available 
on our website? They are – and I encour-
age you to read them. Board members 
will be more visible, in person and 
electronically, across the community. If 
you have things to say, please tell us. We 
would be pleased to hear from you.

Most importantly, we need to 
strengthen and preserve Jewish educa-
tion. To that end, we will be working 
with Torah Day School and OJCS to bet-
ter understand the financial needs, and 
then to help close the gap. Endowment 
funding of a size never seen in our 
community will likely be necessary, pro-
viding stable funding without the need 
for yearly campaigns to keep schools 
going. We will be working through the 
summer to formulate a plan, and then 
we will report to you.

This is an exciting time for our com-
munity. It will take all of us to enhance 
its foundation for the future. And so, 
with apologies to John F. Kennedy, I 
encourage all of us to “ask not what our 
community can do for us, but what we 
can do for our community.”
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Rekindling the spirit of a remarkable street

As I contemplate retirement 
after a career in the rabbinate 
and Jewish education, the last 
28 years in Ottawa, I make the 

following observations looking at the 
past and thinking of the future.

I have been privileged to be rabbi of 
an amazing congregation, Beit Tikvah, 
whose members have taught me a great 
deal and who have been a source of 
inspiration. The shiurim and chavrutot 
that take place daily in my shul are a 
testament to the dedication and love of 
Judaism of my congregants. The project 
of Beth Shalom West manifesting itself 
today as Beit Tikvah is a tribute to the 
families that created a synagogue in the 
Craig Henry-Centrepointe areas.

I had the privilege in the last sever-
al years to work at the Ottawa Jewish 
Community School as dean of Jewish 
Studies and I admire the teachers and 

administration for their amazing ded-
ication to the students and to the pro-
fession. Most importantly, the students 
I have had the pleasure to meet and 
teach are sophisticated, articulate and 
possess excellent character traits.

Collegially, I have benefitted from 
working with the various rabbis, commit-
tees and organizations in Ottawa’s Jewish 
community. My sole bittersweet experi-
ence in Ottawa was the opening and clos-
ing of Yitzhak Rabin High School, where 
I had the honour of serving as head of 
Judaic Studies in its 20 years of existence.

Looking back at Rabin, I think of the 
many who increased their knowledge 
and love of Judaism through their study 
of Torah, Talmud, Halachah, Jewish 
history, Israel, and Hebrew, in addition 
to excelling in secular studies. I think 
of those who had the Rabin experi-
ence who continued on to yeshivot, 
seminaries, schools of advanced Jewish 
learning, and I think of those who lead 
Torah-imbued lives today.

Rabin developed a cadre of Jewish 
leadership, which marks itself in our 
community and beyond. Its graduates 
have excelled in the secular world, and 
are contributing greatly to the better-
ment of society in the endeavours they 
have chosen to follow.

At present, there are supplementa-

ry high school programs available to 
high school students, and I urge these 
programs to imbue and inspire these 
young men and women with a love of 
Yiddishkeit through the study of texts 
and through experiential opportunities. 
I hope and pray that Ottawa Torah Insti-
tute and Machon Sarah can grow, and 
provide yeshiva and seminary education 
to more and more students as they enter 
adulthood. I also pray our elementary 
day schools in Ottawa continue to grow 
and provide Jewish learning and a love of 
Yiddishkeit. At the same time, I encour-
age the afternoon and Sunday Jewish 
educational programs in Ottawa to con-
tinue to engage their students in mean-
ingful, life inspiring Jewish experiences.

Ottawa’s Jewish community is indeed 
a special and blessed one. But it has to 
continue to build and grow, a project 
of importance indicated in the Jewish 
Federation of Ottawa’s Jewish Super-
highway endeavour. Federation carries 
a heavy responsibility, along with its 
various agencies and communal institu-
tions in providing for Jewish continuity 
and preservation in Ottawa.

Thank you, the Ottawa Jewish com-
munity, for giving me, my wife and family 
the opportunity to share in your history 
as you build for the future. May Hashem 
bless the Ottawa Jewish community.

Parting shouts: Thank you, 
Ottawa Jewish community
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MICHAEL POLOWIN,  
FEDERATION CHAIR

The community we inherited was envisioned and 
inspired by giants, but was built by everyone.
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Israelis went to the polls in an 
early election on April 9 – an elec-
tion did not need to be held until 
seven months later. But Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, faced 
with increasing dissension within his 
right-wing coalition, a new and credible 
opposition party, and the possibility of 
looming criminal indictments in three 
corruption cases, sensed he would fare 
better sooner than later in his quest to 
remain head of Israel’s government.

When the votes were tallied, Netanya-
hu’s Likud Party had 35 seats, the party’s 
best showing since Ariel Sharon led 
Likud to 38 seats in 2003. And although 
the new Blue and White Party – led by 
Benny Gantz, a former chief of the Israel 
Defense Forces – also won 35 seats, Net-
anyahu was tasked by President Reuven 
Rivlin with forming a coalition govern-

ment because the right-wing bloc of par-
ties who indicated their likely support 
for him formed a majority of the 120 
members elected to the Knesset.

Then came the wheeling and dealing 
necessary to form a government with 
majority support. Such negotiations 
typically involve promising control over 
certain ministries and policies to par-
ticular parties, many of which, like the 
religious parties, are narrowly focused 
and thus wield influence far greater 
than their percentage of the vote would 
indicate. For example, in the April elec-
tion, Shas and United Torah Judaism, 
the two religious parties combined, 
took less than 12 per cent of the vote, 
but Netanyahu could not have formed a 
coalition without them – and their pres-
ence in the government would ensure 
continued haredi Orthodox control of 
religious matters in Israel.

But Netanyahu’s potential coalition 
also needed the five seats of former 
defence minister (and former foreign 
minister) Avigdor Liberman’s Yisrael 
Beiteinu Party – and that’s where the 
wrench got thrown into the coalition- 
building spokes. One of Liberman’s 
main planks is the end of exemptions 
allowing haredi men studying Torah to 
avoid military service – which the reli-
gious parties insist on maintaining.

Many Israeli pundits expected Liber-
man would back down from his position 
in the coalition negotiations and become 
defence minister in the new government. 
But he called Netanyahu’s bluff and the 
prime minister’s time, and extended 
time, to form a government ran out. 
Israelis will vote again in a do-over elec-
tion on September 17. Netanyahu’s ear-
ly-election strategy didn’t work.

Opinion polls taken right after the new 
election date was announced indicated 
the possibility of similar results to the 
April election. Those polls also suggested 
Liberman’s party might increase its seat-
count from five to eight, or even 10.

According to the cliché, a week is 
a long time in politics, which means 
there are about a dozen long times to 
go before the election. A lot can happen 
over the next three months and there 
might well be new alliances that come 
together and older alliances that fall 
apart (recall that in the 2013 election, 
Netanyahu’s Likud and Liberman’s Yis-
rael Beiteinu ran as a joint ticket). Some 
parties, like the once-mighty Labor, will 
have new leaders and it remains to be 
seen what will happen with the New 
Right Party of once powerful Netanyahu 
ministers Naftali Bennett and Ayelet 
Shaked, which fell just short of the 
electoral threshold for Knesset seats in 

April. Although they are firmly on the 
right, any loyalty they might have had 
to Netanyahu is in question after he 
dumped them from his provisional cabi-
net in the wake of the new election call.

So, the results of the September vote 
are not a foregone conclusion. Will 
Gantz’s Blue and White – which virtu-
ally tied Netanyahu’s Likud in the April 
vote – take more seats this time and 
have enough possible coalition support 
to be tasked to form a government?

There is no doubt that Netanyahu was 
weakened by his failure to form a govern-
ment after the last election and should 
he win again in September it’s very pos-
sible that the same stalemate that led to 
the new election will still be there.

And complicating matters further are 
that Netanyahu’s pre-indictment hear-
ings on the three corruption charges 
are scheduled for October 2 and 3, just 
when he’d be trying to put a coalition 
together if he is successful on voting 
day. Those hearings were originally 
set for July but were rescheduled after 
Netanyahu’s lawyers argued they need-
ed more time after the April election. 
Attorney General Avichai Mandelblit 
has already rejected Netanyahu’s 
request for further delay.

As noted, there are 12 long times to 
go before the election.

How much longer Justin 
Trudeau will be prime minister 
is a question no one expected 
to ask so close to the October 

21 federal election. That the question is 
being asked demonstrates how hard a hit 
he took over the SNC-Lavalin affair.

Scandal is a word that may be over-
used in political circles these days, but 
by any measure SNC-Lavalin is the real 
thing, intensified by the realty of the 
24/7 news cycle. Put simply, it is one of 
the biggest scandals in Canadian politi-
cal history. Just look at the carnage.

It is a scandal that brought down 
the two most prominent men in the 
Trudeau government. In one fell swoop, 
the clerk of the Privy Council and the 

prime minister’s principal secretary 
were gone after Jody Wilson-Raybould 
and Jane Philpott slammed the door 
in Trudeau’s face. Both women, who 
Trudeau personally recruited, showed 
no mercy. Worse, the battle lines were 
drawn along gender lines.

There is a human cost to a leader 
with this kind of tzuris. Political lead-
ers are proud people. They have to be 
to survive daily life in politics. Pride is 
their fuel, but when a leader is wearing 
a train wreck around his or her neck, 
it’s hard to be proud.

Trudeau was actually earning a posi-
tive place in history for making gender 
equality a reality, something his govern-
ment promoted from day 1. And then 
the sky fell in. High profile, prominent, 
and respected women cabinet ministers, 
casting daggers-of-doubt on the prime 
minister’s feminist follow-through, was 
a spectacle. When you cut it all away, 
Raybould-Wilson and Philpott depicted 
Trudeau as an old boy, playing old boy 
politics. And with that assessment, they 
cut his stature in half.

The huge success of Trudeau’s elec-
tion win in 2015 was his personal suc-
cess. Only the dashing and articulate 
Trudeau could get Canadians to forget 

why they defeated the Liberals in three 
successive election campaigns before 
Trudeau, almost single handedly, car-
ried them back to power.

At the beginning, every chord 
Trudeau hit was the right one for the 
time. He was new. He was different. He 
really was going to do politics different-
ly – and the people wanted his youth 
and his promise that his government 
would not be tied to the past.

Liberals of the Jean Chrétien and Paul 
Martin eras were told their advice and 
counsel were not welcome because the 
Trudeau team wanted a fresh start. They 
went on that fresh-start path with skill 
and determination, as Trudeau carved 
out a nice niche for himself as the lead-
er who was finally going to get rid of 
the old ways. With his “sunny ways,” 
he made people feel good, which is the 
place all political leaders strive to get to.

And then, like Humpty Dumpty, 
Trudeau came crashing down. In no 
time, other warts began to show and 
soon after people started remembering 
that before politics, Trudeau was a high 
school drama teacher. As Jerry Seinfeld 
would say, “not that there’s anything 
wrong with that.”

And the truth is there are all kinds 

of Liberals with agendas who ultimately 
won’t have Trudeau’s best interests in 
mind if things get worse.

It is hard to see a good outcome for 
Trudeau but for the fact that once writ-
ten off in 2015, he stormed back to a his-
torically impressive victory. He proved 
he thrives as the underdog, but one has 
to wonder what he has left in the tank.

Trudeau’s reputation issues won’t dis-
appear overnight. Canadians don’t need 
to know the details of the SNC-Lavalin 
affair because the single takeaway is 
how voters see Trudeau as a person as 
well as a politician. Reputation matters.

Sadly, the whole country has lost 
something. After all the promises, noth-
ing ever really changes in the political 
world, no matter who the prime min-
ister is. Sometimes I’m told I’m far too 
naive and sometimes I think we are on 
the cusp of something really big hap-
pening in front of our eyes.

The people who want change in 
western democracies are realizing they 
have the power to actually begin to 
make it happen. They can get some 
people elected who will not dispose of 
their principles for the good of a politi-
cal party.

But Justin Trudeau is not one of those.
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Will scandal bring down Trudeau?
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No predicting Israeli election outcomes
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SHAIMOS IN MAY 27 BULLETIN
The May 27 issue of the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin inadver-
tently contained shaimos (holy writings). Specifically, 
on page 19, the picture of Robert Alter’s book, The Art of 
Bible Translation, consists of Torah passages in Torah 
scroll script. The picture should be treated with respect 
by subscribers and disposed of in the appropriate 
manner due this type of shaimos. Please consult your 
rabbi for instructions on how to deal with this.
Issie Scarowsky

POWAY GUNMAN
I was surprised to see and read the JTA article published 

in the May 27 issue of the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin about 
the accused gunman in the Chabad of Poway shooting 
(“Accused Poway gunman faces hate crime charges”).

I really admired and respected the response from 
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern of New Zealand to the 
mass murder of Muslim worshipers in Christchurch on 
March 15. “You will never hear me mention his name,” 
she said about that shooter. She will deny him any 
notoriety he may have sought through his act – for her, 
he will remain nameless.

This response resonates with me. Let us remember 
and honour the victims, and let the perpetrator remain 
forever nameless. 
Phil Kretzmar

BY DANIELLE ALTONAGA
JET

Interested in Jewish medical ethics? Curious about 
controversies in Jewish history? How about the 
Jewish view on cannabis?

Start off your summer with hot topics in Jewish 
learning! Join JET for Yarchei Kallah, our annual sum-
mer learning extravaganza, June 30 to July 6.

This year’s Yarchei Kallah promises to be an 
amazing week of Jewish learning, food and friends. 
Check out our program and choose the classes that 
interest you during times that fit your schedule. 
Whether you’re a seasoned learner or just getting 
your feet wet, you’ll find a class to meet your needs. 
You can commit to a class series (or two, or more) 
that runs four or five times during the week, drop in 
to a Lunch and Learn, or pick a combination that’s 
right for you. Explore Kabbalah, relationships, the 
meaning of life, ‘fake news’ and battling with your 
better self. Check out the program for the full list of 
fascinating topics!

Rabbi Mordechai Becher, our special guest schol-
ar this year, is a former Israel Defense Forces (IDF) 
chaplain, author and teacher who has taught in the 
U.S., Canada, England, Israel, South Africa, Australia
and Russia, and has conducted tours in Africa, Asia,
Australia, Europe, Israel and India. Rabbi Becher has
answered thousands of questions at www.AsktheRabbi.
org and presents a Talmud class on cable TV. His latest
book is Gateway to Judaism. Rabbi Becher holds an
MA in medieval Jewish history from the Bernard Revel
Graduate School of Yeshiva University, where he is cur-
rently pursuing his PhD.

Other teachers include Shaindel Simes, Rabbi Idan 
Scher and Rabbi Howard Finkelstein, as well as JET 
staff members Danielle Altonaga and Rabbis Zischa 
Shaps, Yoey Shaps and Michael Altonaga.

Rabbi Becher will open Yarchei Kallah with an 
introduction to Kabbalistic thought in a talk on “Find-
ing Pleasure through Oneness,” to be followed by a 
dessert reception. He will also help end the week on a 
high note at our rejuvenating Shabbaton, where he will 
share his and his son’s experiences and antics in the 
IDF, as well as the ethical dilemmas of the Mossad and 
“How to be a Kosher Spy.”

JET’s Yarchei Kallah is a much-anticipated annual 

event – a chance to open your mind, schmooze, and 
connect with inspiring teachers and friends. This week 
of focused learning allows you to delve deeper into 
topics, ask questions and gain perspective on life – a 
refreshing oasis for your soul!

Classes take place at the Soloway Jewish Communi-
ty Centre and Hillel Lodge. The opening program will 
take place at Machzikei Hadas, and the Shabbaton will 
be at Beit Tikvah.

Visit www.jetottawa.com for the program guide and 
online booking form and. Contact JET at 613-695-4800 
or info@jetottawa.com for more information.

JET promises a week of Jewish learning, 
food and friends at Yarchei Kallah

Rabbi Mordechai Becher is the special guest scholar at this 
year’s edition of Yarchei Kallah, JET’s annual week of Jewish 
learning.

JEFF GREENBERG
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

ROYAL LEPAGE TEAM REALTY
(613) 725-1171

www.jeffgreenberg.realtor

SOLD

SALE PENDING

SOLD

SOLD

MOONEYS BAY, $239,000
Updated & beautifully maintained two 

bedroom on the second floor in The Denbury 
across from Mooney’s Bay. Move-in ready 
home features a spacious kitchen / eat-in 
area, large living room & separate dining 

room & more! Inclusive condo fees! Many 
on-site amenities included! September poss. 

206-2951Riverside.com

FISHER HEIGHTS, $389,000
Three bedroom bungalow situated on 

64’ x 100’ lot on a child friendly street. This 
home features two updated 4 piece bath-

rooms, large kitchen / eat-in area, hardwood 
floors throughout the main level, finished 

lower level with a 4th bedroom, hobby room 
& spacious recreation room. Immediate poss. 

30Vanson.com

CENTREPOINTE, $689,000
Immaculate 4 bedroom, 2.5 bath home on a 
child friendly street. This family home is sit-
uated on a beautifully landscaped & fenced 
41’ x 102’ lot & boasts over 2,300 SQ.FT. 
This bright move in ready home features 

an updated kitchen, hardwood floors, many 
updated windows, new garage door & much 

more! August poss. 3Rosemeade.com

THE RIVERGATE, $775,000
Over 1800 SQ. FT. in this two bedroom plus 
den condominium with southwest exposure 

on the 12th floor. This home features 9’ 
ceilings, granite counters, hardwood floor-
ing, convenient in-suite laundry, stainless 

steel appliances & much more! Two lockers 
included! One parking included. 24 hour 

gated community guard house. 60+ day poss. 
1202-3580Rivergate.com

CENTREPOINTE, $949,000 
All brick Minto built 5 bedroom family home 
with a main floor den on a premium and pri-
vate lot! Over 3,500 SQ FT. plus a fully fin-

ished lower level. Large principal rooms with 
main level laundry room. Three car garage. 
Immediate possession 12Saddlebrook.com

MCKELLAR PARK, $1,500,000
Rarely available, 5 bedroom home on a 105’ 
x 103’ fully fenced lot with an inground pool 
on a child friendly street in McKellar / High-
land. This sun-filled family home (over 2,800 

SQ. FT.) features large principal rooms, 
a spacious main level family room & den 
and an updated kitchen. The lower level is 
finished with a sizeable recreation room, a 

bedroom & a 3 piece bathroom.
Late July possession 684Brierwood.com

mailto:bulletin@ottawajewishbulletin.com
http://www.jeffgreenberg.realtor
http://www.AsktheRabbi
http://www.jetottawa.com
mailto:info@jetottawa.com
http://www.206-2951riverside.com
http://www.30vanson.com
http://www.3rosemeade.com
http://www.1202-3580rivergate.com
http://www.12saddlebrook.com
http://684brierwood.com
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BY DAHLIA MILECH
OTTAWA KOSHER FOOD BANK

Editor’s note: The Ottawa Jewish Bulletin has agreed 
to protect the identities of the Ottawa Kosher Food Bank 
clients quoted in this article. Their caseworker at Jewish 
Family Services of Ottawa has verified the authenticity of 
the clients and their quotes.

Since becoming manager of the Ottawa Kosher 
Food Bank (OKFB) in November, I have truly 
enjoyed getting to know the clients and their 
families. Our clients come from all over the Otta-

wa Jewish community – they may be our colleagues, 
our neighbours, or our friends. With their permission, I 
would like to share a couple stories of some of the peo-
ple you help when you support the OKFB.

“As a single mom to a one-year old, budgeting is 
key. Being able to provide everything I need for myself 
and my son is often challenging. I was directed to Jew-
ish Family Services and the food bank to help me make 
ends meet, and the help they provide me is invaluable. 
Knowing that I have a place I can go to once a month 
that provides me with diapers, wipes, fresh fruits 
and vegetables, non-perishables and more is a huge 
weight off my shoulders. The help I receive allows me 
to ensure my son gets the kosher and healthy food he 
needs, which is especially crucial at his age. Without 
the food bank this would be a tremendous struggle, 
and I am incredibly thankful and appreciative to have 

them,” said one OKFB client.
“I never ever thought that I would find myself 

homeless and penniless, but life being what it is at 
times, I ended up living in one of Ottawa’s shelters 
for over two years. City resources were adequate, 
and I am grateful for them. But it was the resources 
of [the] Jewish [community] that nourished me and 
lifted me both physically and spiritually. They pulled 
me out of the abyss, allowing me not only to survive 
but to put my life back together in a meaningful 
way. Along with Miriam’s Well, [a fruit and vegetable 
program run by Jewish Family Services], the Ottawa 
Kosher Food Bank was instrumental in so many ways. 
It allowed me and all the other clients to have a prop-
er and nourishing diet on a monthly basis. I was able 
to appreciate the tremendous amount of work that 
volunteers put into managing a thriving food bank 
and treating clients with great dignity,” added anoth-
er OKFB client.

There are many ways to support the food bank and 
help clients, or neighbours, like these. Recently, two 
groups conducted shopping drives to provide food for 
the OKFB. The groups had a great time shopping for 
our clients, who appreciated seeing some exciting new 
items on our shelves.

For more information, or to donate to the OKFB, 
contact Dahlia Milech at dahlia@kehillatbethisrael.com 
or 613-728-3501, ext. 235. You can also visit our website 
at www.okfb.ca to donate online.

Meet your Ottawa Kosher Food Bank neighbours

Teenagers from Kehillat Beth Israel’s youth group, along with Cantor Jason Green, participating in a USY/Kadima Supermarket 
Sweeps benefitting the Ottawa Kosher Food Bank at Loblaws College Square, April 12. 

30 years of service celebrated: 
Thomas Dean (left) receives a 
certificate from Jewish 
Federation of Ottawa President 
and CEO Andrea Freedman. 
     Jewish Federation of Ottawa, 
Soloway Jewish Community 
Centre and Jewish Community 
Campus staff gathered May 30 
at the SJCC as Thomas Dean, a 
member of the Jewish 
Community Campus custodial 
staff, was honoured for 30 years 
of service to the community.

mailto:dahlia@kehillatbethisrael.com
http://www.okfb.ca
mailto:ottawa@jnf.ca
http://www.jnfottawa.ca
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Thank You for your 
Support & generosity!

The inaugural Party with a Purpose was a 
phenomenal fundraising success. We are 

delighted to share that together we raised over
�20,000 for three amazing programs, 

Keshet for Kids, Shalom Bayit and Ten Yad.

Special thanks :
to event chairs Jenny Shinder and Lenora Zelikovitz,

event sponsor Paramount Properties and to sponsors 
Merivale Vision Care, Creative Kosher Catering, District Realty, 

Brazeau Seller Law and the Steven and Linda Kerzner Family Foundation.

Friends of PWP :

Barbara Crook and 
Dan Greenberg, 

Danbe Foundation

District Realty

Evan Zelikovitz Consulting

Dr. Harry Prizant

Herb & Spice Food Shop
 Wellington

Howard Fine Jewellers

Royal LePage Team Realty,
Je�  Greenberg

Jessica Cantor

Kiddytown

Ottawa West Orthodontics

Produce Depot

Rideau Bakery

Super Chuppas

Thank you to committee members: 
Jackie Barwin, Linda Melamed 
and Sandra Zagon

http://www.jewishottawa.com
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BY PAUL ADLER
ADATH SHALOM CONGREGATION

Rabbi Ariel Goldberg, a Jewish 
educator and clinical social 
worker from Ottawa now based 
in New York City, will explore 

Judaism’s approach to addressing mortal-
ity and immortality at a Shabbaton spon-
sored by Adath Shalom Congregation.

The event, “Encountering Death and 
Afterlife through Jewish Spirituality,” 
will be held Saturday, July 6, in the Otta-
wa Jewish Community School chapel.

Rabbi Goldberg received smicha 
(rabbinic ordination) in Israel in 2012 
from Rabbi Shlomo Riskin and Rabbi 
Nathan Lopes Cardozo, and received 
his master’s degree in Jewish education 
from the Jewish Theological Seminary 
in 2014. He served as a board-certified 
chaplain for Manhattan’s Mount Sinai 
Medical Center and is currently a mas-
ter of social work candidate at Hunter 
College, working in the fields of psycho-

therapy and life coaching.
Active in leading Jewish adult educa-

tion during his years in Ottawa, Rabbi 
Goldberg has maintained his connection 
with his hometown community as a 
guest educator. He recently presented 
on the Book of Job and psychotherapy 
at Limmud Ottawa, and has also taught 
at Limmud in New York City and Lon-
don, England. He and his wife, Frances-
ca, have been active in building “The 
Beis,” an intentional community in the 
Washington Heights neighbourhood of 
Manhattan, dedicated to Orthodox Juda-
ism and personal growth.

On July 6, during Adath Shalom’s Shab-
bat morning services, he will speak on the 
parasha, Korach, and will explore how we 

can claim the positive contributions we 
have made in our lives and create an ethi-
cal legacy. Services begin at 9:45 am.

At 1:15 pm, after a Kiddush lunch, his 
first shiur will highlight Jewish spiritual-
ity and practices for addressing our mor-
tality, such as creating a tzava’ot (ethical 
will) and Jewish advanced care directives.

A second shiur will be held on Sun-
day, July 7, 1 pm, at the home of Adath 
Shalom members. It will explore ha-olam 
ha-baah (the afterlife), and the concepts 
of gilgul ha-neshama (reincarnation) and 
zikaron (how we maintain a connection 
after the passing of our loved ones).

To RSVP and for further information 
including the location of the Sunday 
session, contact psadler@psadler.com.

WESTBORO 
FLOORING & DECOR

Just like you, your home is unique. We 
provide CUSTOM made window coverings to 

compliment every style and budget
 

Completely Customizable means that you are 
able to choose your fabric, finish, privacy 

settings, and light control! You can even add 
motorization compatible with your smart 

phone, tablet, or Alexa!
OTTAWA

195 Colonnade Rd.S
613-226-3830

KINGSTON
649 Justus Drive

613-384-7447

www.westboroflooring.com

BY RABBI BORUCH PERTON
FOR OTTAWA TORAH INSTITUTE/ 
MACHON SARAH

Ottawa Torah Institute (OTI) 
(boys) and Machon Sarah 
(girls), the only Jewish high 
school in Ottawa, is proud to 

announce that Rabbi Dov Nimchinsky 
has accepted the position of principal 
for the coming academic year. Rabbi 
Nimchinsky comes to Ottawa from San 
Antonio, Texas, where he was head of 
school at Shmuel Bass Torah Academy 
of San Antonio. This position afforded 
him a unique perspective of the school 
community, and allowed him to see the 
big picture, while addressing the needs 
of individual students and their fami-
lies.

Prior to coming to San Antonio, he 
was assistant principal for kindergarten 
to Grade 8 at Hillel Academy of Pitts-
burgh for six years, where he also taught 

in Hillel Academy’s middle school, and 
its boys’ and girls’ high schools. Prior to 
that, Rabbi Nimchinsky was director of 
Curriculum and instruction at Robert 
M. Beren Academy in Houston, where 
he also taught middle and high school 
Judaic studies (Gemara, advanced Chu-
mash, Mishna, Navi, Jewish history) for 
16 years.

Throughout his years as an adminis-
trator, Rabbi Nimchinsky never left the 
classroom, an important ingredient in 
being accessible to both teachers and 
students.

Rabbi Nimchinsky is an advocate 
for children and young adults and is 
passionate about making sure that no 
child’s needs ever go unaddressed. His 
overall pedagogical approach focuses on 
skill building in order to enable students 
to become lifelong independent learn-
ers with a love for learning. He believes 
teachers do their best when they are 

supported and acknowledged for their 
efforts and accomplishments.

Rabbi Nimchinsky has been award-
ed the Irving L. Samuels Outstanding 
Teacher Award for Judaic Studies, the 
Grinspoon-Steinhardt Award for Excel-
lence in Jewish Education, as well as a 
grant from the Avi Chai Foundation to 
develop technological tools to assist in 
the teaching of Judaic studies. Rabbi 
Nimchinsky has developed a strong rep-
utation among Jewish day school educa-
tors as an excellent school leader.

Rabbi Nim, as he is affectionately 
known, holds a master’s degree in edu-
cation and two smichot. He has been 
teaching adults, children, and teens for 
over 28 years.

For more information about OTI and 
Machon Sarah, or to schedule an inter-
view for your child, contact Rabbi Boruch 
Perton at rabbi.perton@torahday.ca or 
438-930-4174.

Veteran Jewish educator to lead Ottawa Torah Institute/Machon Sarah

Rabbi Dov Nimchinsky has been named 
principal at Ottawa Torah Institute and 
Machon Sarah for the coming academic year.

Adath Shalom to hold Shabbaton with Rabbi Ariel Goldberg

Rabbi Ariel Goldberg will discuss 
“Encountering Death and Afterlife through 
Jewish Spirituality,” during an Adath Shalom 
Shabbaton, July 6.

Please support our advertisers  
and tell them you saw  
their advertisement  

in the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin. 

mailto:psadler@psadler.com
http://www.westboroflooring.com
mailto:rabbi.perton@torahday.ca
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BY JON BRAUN
SOLOWAY JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTRE

The Soloway Jewish Community Centre (SJCC) 
celebrated our 18th annual Sports Breakfast of 
Champions, June 2, when student and com-
munity athletes, volunteers, and SJCC winning 

teams were honoured. As always, the guests at the 
breakfast were truly impressed by the winners and their 
wonderful accomplishments.

The Noah Cantor Middle School Student Athlete 
Award winners were Zoe Neuman, a student at the 
Ottawa Jewish Community School, and Jordan Shinder 
and Dylan Ages, both students at Turnbull Academy.

The Jack and Morley Goldfield Memorial High 
School Student Athletic Award was won by Rachel 
Lyman of Sir Robert Borden High School and Max 
Cantor, who attends the Canada Topflight Academy 
basketball program.

Jonah Cantor and Sydney Leith, both students at 
Sir Robert Borden High School, were honoured with 
the Parliament Lodge Graduating High School Student 
Athletic Achievement Award. This coming fall, Jonah 
will be studying at Brock University, while Sydney will 
attend Queens University.

The Sharon Koffman Memorial Athletic Award, 
given to the top university student athlete in Ottawa’s 
Jewish Community, went to Shelby Calof, who had a 
fantastic freshman season at Syracuse University play-
ing on the varsity women’s hockey team.

Mitch Novick, who has been part of the JCC Men’s 
Basketball League (JMBL) for over two decades, and 
has experienced the pure joy of playing in the JMBL 
with his three sons over the past five years, was the 
winner of the Lou Honigman Athletic Award.

The Irving ‘Shap’ Shapero Volunteer Memorial 
Award went to Ben Sherman, who has volunteered in 
youth basketball and has been a volunteer captain in 

the JMBL for many seasons.
Also acknowledged were Team Red Army, winners 

of the JCC Men’s Hockey League and Team Grey, this 
year’s champs from the JMBL.

Andrew Fainer, a former McGill University varsity 
hockey team captain, community member, and long-
time director at the Canadian Mental Health Associa-
tion, gave the keynote address at the breakfast.

Andrew, whose hockey career ended with a serious 
concussion, spoke about head trauma and mental 
health. Guests appreciated his insight and knowledge.

Allan Taylor
■ GROUP PLANS
■ LIFE INSURANCE
■ DISABILITY INSURANCE
■ PENSION and RRIFs

613-244-9073
ataylor@taylorfinancial.ca

www.taylorfinancial.ca

The next issue of the  
Ottawa Jewish Bulletin  

will be published  
July 22, 2019

Top athletes and teams honoured at Sports Breakfast of Champions

Jonah Cantor (left) 
and Sydney Leith 
received the 
Parliament Lodge 
Graduating High 
School Student 
Athletic 
Achievement Award 
at the Sports 
Breakfast of 
Champions, June 2.

Hockey player Shelby Calof (right), seen with presenter Sandra 
Zagon at the Sports Breakfast of Champions, June 2, received 
the Sharon Koffman Memorial Athletic Award as the Ottawa 
Jewish community’s top university-level athlete.

Stand with Israel...
In Israel

www.sarelcanada.org
Programs start approximately 

every 3 weeks.

ottawa@sarelcanada.org
514-735-0272 or montreal@sarelcanada.org

(From left) Noah Cantor Middle School Student Athlete Award winners Zoe Neuman, Jordan Shinder and Dylan Ages were 
honoured at the Sports Breakfast of Champions, June 2, at the SJCC.

mailto:ataylor@taylorfinancial.ca
http://www.taylorfinancial.ca
mailto:ottawa@sarelcanada.org
mailto:montreal@sarelcanada.org
http://www.sarelcanada.org
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Simple rules and health tips for every decade of life

If I knew 10 years ago what I know 
today about health, I would be so 
much better off. These words are 
true in every decade, and by the time 

you reach 100 – if you are lucky enough 
to do so – you will know all you need to 
know to live a long healthy life. The only 
problem is, you are already 100. With 
that in mind, though, it is always the 
right time, at any age, to take stock and 
ask what you can do to keep on going 
with life in a healthy way.

The truth is, any way you spin it, it 
will always come down to diet and exer-
cise, no mystery here, as well as other 
factors such as smoking, drinking and 
genetics. How to use that information in 
each decade is the true challenge.

One must keep in mind, and accept 
the fact that as you age, you cannot 

physically do what you used to – but 
you can still be very active. As well, 
while the basics of a healthy diet remain 
the same, there may be adjustments 
needed based on a variety of medical 
conditions. 

Let’s begin in your 20s and 30s, 
because really, when you’re younger 
than 20, you can get away with almost 
anything. In these two decades, most 
people go through life changes such 
as graduation, transition into the work 
force, marriage, and starting a family. 
The stress involved with these can be 
huge, and there is often a tendency 
toward non-intentional self-neglect. 
There is little time for exercise, and you 
will eat what you can, when you can. 
So, with all of this happening, one must 
dig deep, remind yourself that you are 

slowly getting older, and while you feel 
good, your habits at this early age will 
greatly help you later in life. Find time 
to exercise, and be very aware of your 
eating habits. 

In their 40s, most people seem to 
settle into their lives, and work, kids, 
family and life in general, all seem to 
stabilizing factors. Most of us will find 
more time for personal care again. Exer-
cise can easily pick up in this decade, 
whether it be team sports, solo sports, 
or just working out. There can be a bit 
of a rude awakening, though, when your 
body starts to tell you that you are no 
longer 20. Play with a little bit of cau-
tion or you may be spending a fair bit 
of time with a variety of physical thera-
pists. It’s easy to gain unwanted pounds 
in your 40s, so one simple tip: practice 
mindful eating and play close attention 
to portion size. Enjoy your 40s, you are 
still young. 

Let’s now jump to the 50s and 60s. 
You are not considered old, but you are 
certainly not young. You look in the 
mirror, you see yourself and say that 
something is a little different. You sort of 
look the same as you always did, but just 
can’t put your finger on the difference. 
These are two great decades where, now-
adays, we see parents playing sports with 
their kids or working out with their kids. 

It is a fabulous time for activity if we just 
keep in mind that pulled hamstrings, 
sprained ankles, and all sorts of back 
problems are just one bad move away. 
So, participate for sure, but be aware of 
your abilities – or lack thereof.

Enjoy what you eat in your 50s and 
60s. Enjoy good company with your 
food, but if you want to remain healthy 
into the senior years, continue to be 
mindful and wise in your choices. 

Now we are in the senior years, the 
70s and beyond. I have always admired 
older men and women who I see 
remaining well into their 80s, looking 
very fit, remaining active, and seeming 
to be much younger than their age. I am 
not near that age yet, but I do believe 
that if I practice the simple rules of 
smart physical activity and mindful eat-
ing habits, my hope of being like them 
may become a reality.

While health challenges can increase 
in these decades, both mentally and 
physically, again you must continue to 
practice the good eating and activity 
habits that got you here safely.

Of course, while all of this seems 
simple enough, there are other factors 
that come into play, as I mentioned ear-
lier. Genetics is a big one, but the more 
things you do right, the more you can 
help ward that off. Do not smoke, drink 
responsibly, never underestimate the 
importance of sleep, and probably one 
of the most important factors to help 
you in all decades is to laugh, have fun, 
and to try and enjoy every single day 
you are blessed to have. 

Dr. Michael Landau is a dentist  
in Ottawa. 

DR. MICHAEL LANDAU  

HEALTH & WELLNESS
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foundation donations   |   Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation

THE AGES GIRLS B’NAI MITZVAH 
FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Steven Kimmel on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg Distinguished Leadership 
Award by Stuart and Leila Ages
Josh and Jen Zaret on the birth of their 
daughter, Hartland Bowie by Stuart and 
Leila Ages and family

AJA 50+ ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Ernest Allain by Carol and Lawrence 
Pascoe

MARY AND ISRAEL (AL) ALLICE 
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Ricki and Barry Baker on Ben’s Bar 
Mitzvah by Beverly and Irving Swedko
Refuah Shlema to:
Tracey Kronick by Beverly and Irving 
Swedko

Steven Kimmel by Beverly and Irving 
Swedko
Birthday Wishes to:
George Caplan by Beverly and Irving 
Swedko

BRAYDEN APPOTIVE 
ENDWOMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Bryan and Sheryl Altshuller on their son 
Shaun’s graduation by Sharon and David 
Appotive
Bruce and Bonnie Engel on the birth of 
their granddaughter, Gabby Michelle by 
Sharon and David Appotive
Donna and Jacques Shore on Victoria’s 
engagement to Spencer by Sharon and 
David Appotive and family
Allan Shefrin on receiving the Freiman 
Family Young Leadership Award by 
Sharon and David Appotive
Steven Kimmel on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg Distinguished Service Award 
by Sharon and David Appotive
Charles Schachnow on receiving the 
Shem Tov Community Volunteer Award 
by Sharon and David Appotive
Lori Caplan and Phil Rimer on the birth 
of their grandson, Jack by Sharon and 
David Appotive
Mark and Lynn Shabinsky on Sarah’s 
engagement to Max by Sharon and 
David Appotive
David and Cheryl Dubrofsky on their new 

home by Sharon and David Appotive

ALYCE AND ALLAN BAKER 
FAMILY FUND
Refuah Shlema to:
Allan Baker by Daniel and Marilyn Kimmel

JENNIE AND MORRIS BAYLIN 
MEMORIAL FUND
Refuah Shlema to:
Hennie Honigman by Betty Baylin

JAMIE BEREZIN 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Jerry and Lily Penso on being honoured 
by Hadassah-WIZO by Shelley, Gary and 
Jamie Berezin
Charles Schachnow on receiving the 
Shem Tov Community Volunteer Award 
by Shelley, Gary and Jamie Berezin
Refuah Shlema to:
Morton Ross by Shelley, Gary and Jamie 
Berezin
Sara Lipnowski by Shelley, Gary and 
Jamie Berezin

SHIRLEY AND SHIER BERMAN 
FUND FOR OTTAWA JEWISH 
ARCHIVES
Mazel Tov to:
Shirley and Shier Berman on the new 
Shirley Berman Lecture Series at the 
Jewish Historical Society by Sheila 
Baslaw
Anniversary Wishes to:
Shirley and Shier Berman by Sheila Baslaw

LT. COL. EDMOND AND 
MRS. ELIZABETH BLAIS 
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:
The Engel family on the birth of Gabby 
Michelle by The Sigler family
In Appreciation of:
Tim Johnson for an excellent business 
relationship over the last 25 years by 
Jules Sigler and Brian Lahey

DR. GERALD BLOOM 
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Evelyn Lax by Ethel Bloom
Noah Raskin by Ethel Bloom
Mazel Tov to:
Harley and Laurie Bloom on the 
birth of their first grandchild by Ethel 
Bloom 

CYNTHIA AND DAVID 
BLUMENTHAL ENDOWMENT 
FUND
In Memory of:
Myles Taller by David and Cynthia 
Blumentha
Mazel Tov to:
Seymour and Joy Mender on the birth 
of their twin grandchildren by David and 
Cynthia Blumenthal
Steven Kimmel on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg Distinguished Service Award 
by David and Cynthia Blumenthal
Sam and Susan Firestone on their 

daughter Lindsey’s engagement by 
David and Cynthia Blumenthal

ALANA BODNOFF PERELMUTTER 
FUND FOR PRION DISEASE 
RESEARCH
In Memory of:
Noah Raskin by Doreen and Ariel Arnoni

LORI CAPLAN AND PHIL RIMER 
FAMILY FOUNDATION
Mazel Tov to:
Stacy and Fred Seller on the birth of 
their grandson, Miles by Lori Caplan and 
Phil Rimer

HOWARD, JEFFREY, ANDREW, 
MICHAEL, GREGORY AND 
ZACHARY COGAN SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
George Caplan by Fred and Lisa Cogan

SID AND BARBARA COHEN 
COMMUNITY ENDOWMENT FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Alfred Friedman by Barbara Cohen

CONGREGATION BETH SHALOM 
LEGACY FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Charles Schachnow on receiving the 
Shem Tov Community Volunteer Award 
by Randi, Ian, Jonathan, Inna, Matthew 
and Adam Sherman
In Memory of:
Myles Taller by Randi and Ian Sherman

SANDI AND EDDY COOK 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Eleanor Marks by Samantha Cook

LESLIE AND CORNELIA ENGEL 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Observance of the 10th Yahrzeit of:
Cornelia Engel, a dear mother by Andre 
Engel

BARBARA AND LEN FARBER 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Michael Polowin on becoming the 
incoming Chair of the Jewish Federation 
of Ottawa Board by Barbara and 
Leonard Farber
Yasher Koach to:
Hartley Stern as outgoing Chair of the 
Jewish Federation of Ottawa Board by 
Barbara and Leonard Farber

SAM AND SUSAN FIRESTONE 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Noah Raskin by Sam and Susan 
Firestone

ALFRED AND KAYSA FRIEDMAN 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Alfred Friedman by Evelyn Greenberg; 
by Ricki and Barry Baker; and by Zelaine 
and Sol Shinder

The Board of Directors of the Ottawa 
Jewish Community Foundation 
acknowledges with thanks contributions 
to the following funds as of May 9 to 
June 4, 2019.

JOIN US IN BUILDING OUR 
COMMUNITY BY SUPPORTING 
THESE LOCAL FUNDS

Foundation FACTS
An Endowment Fund can 
be your way to make a 
commitment to our future.ef

ip

lg bfm

tc

wcef

ef

ip

lg bfm

tc

wcef
The Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation supports 

the long term fi nancial stability of the agencies which serve 
the Ottawa Jewish Community.

An endowment fund creates a legacy in support 
of charitable organizations for current and future 
generations. The Foundation’s funds are carefully 
invested in fi xed income and equity markets – 
as part of the Ottawa Jewish Community 
Foundation’s larger portfolio – to generate 
annual distribution income. 

Find out more at OJCF.CA or contact 
Micah Garten, Director of Development 
at mgarten@jewisho� awa.com
613-798-4696 x270

mailto:mgarten@jewishottawa.com
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GILBOA/MAOZ/STEINER 
FAMILY FUND
In Observance of the 3rd Yahrzeit of:
Helen Gilboa by Tal Gilboa
In Memory of:
Rafoel Goldberg by Tal Gilboa

ANNE AND BEN GLOBERMAN 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Robert Sadick by Sandra, David and 
Danny Globerman
Mazel Tov to:
Alan Iny on his son Aaron’s graduation 
by David and Danny Globerman

HERB AND DENA GOSEWICH 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Shirley Cohen by Dena Gosewich

GROSSMAN KLEIN 
FAMILIES FUND
In Memory of:
Sheila Hartman by Vera and Leslie Klein
Myles Taller by Vera and Leslie Klein

HALTON/WEISS FAMILY FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Debi and Neil Zaret on the birth of 
their granddaughter, Hartland Bowie by 
Debbie Halton-Weiss and Ron Weiss
Jen and Josh Zaret on the birth of their 
daughter, Hartland Bowie by Debbie 
Halton-Weiss and Ron Weiss
Lisa Rosenkrantz and Michael Walsh 
on the birth of their grandson, Isaac 
Michael Graham by Debbie Halton-
Weiss and Ron Weiss

LARRY AND SHEILA HARTMAN 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Sheila Hartman by Ronnie and David 
Gavsie; and by Gary and Jody Roodman

ISRAEL AND EVA KARDISH 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Appreciation of:
David and Margo Kardish by Sue and 
Phil Bronsther

SYD, ETHEL, LINDA AND 
STEVEN KERZNER AND FAMILY 
COMMUNITY ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Steven Kimmel on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg Distinguished Service Award 
by Steven and Linda Kerzner
Charles Schachnow on receiving the 
Shem Tov Community Volunteer Award 
by Steven and Linda Kerzner
Allan Shefrin on receiving the Freiman 
Family Young Leadership Award by 
Steven and Linda Kerzner
Tom Podolsky on receiving the Student 
Leadership Award by Steven and Linda 
Kerzner
Seth Kerzner on receiving the Student 
Leadership Award by Steven and Linda 
Kerzner
Jen and Josh Zaret and family on the 
birth of their daughter, Hartland Bowie 
by Steven and Linda Kerzner

Bonnie and Bruce Engel on the birth of 
their granddaughter, Gabby Michelle by 
Steven and Linda Kerzner 

THE MORRIS & LILLIAN KIMMEL 
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Steven Kimmel on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg Distinguished Service Award 
by Lynne Oreck-Wener and Robert 
Wener; by Barbara and Leonard Farber; 
and by Randi and Ian Sherman
Lisa Rosenkrantz and Michael Walsh on 
the birth of their grandson, Isaac Michael 
Graham by Steven and Shelli Kimmel
In Memory of:
Anne Bellman by Steven and Shelli Kimmel

KRANTZBERG KRANE 
FAMILY FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Dr. Mamta Gautam on being named the 
recipient of the CMA May Cohen Award 
by Sam and Myra Krane
Anniversary Wishes to:
Lysette and Louis Kohn by Sam and 
Myra Krane
In Memory of:
Myles Taller by Sam and Myra Krane

SUSAN AND DAVID KRIGER 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Alan and Miriam Sobel on their retire-
ments by Susan and David Kriger
Richard Kizell on the 50th anniversary of 
his Bar Mitzvah by Susan and David Kriger

ANNICE AND SYDNEY KRONICK 
FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:
Florence Zeve by Debi and Neil Zaret
Myles Taller by Debi and Neil Zaret
Mazel Tov to:
Allan Shefrin on receiving the Freiman 
Family Young Leadership Award by Debi 
and Neil Zaret

HILDY AND STEVEN LESH 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Louis Cherry by Hildy and Steven Lesh

NORMAN AND ISABEL LESH 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Noah Raskin by Isabel Lesh
Myles Taller by Isabel Lesh
David Bookman by Isabel Lesh

SALLY AND ELLIOTT LEVITAN 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Pauline Hochberg by Sally and Elliott 
Levitan
Anne Monson-Baylin by Sally and Elliott 
Levitan
Sheila Hartman by Sally and Elliott Levitan

RHODA AND JEFFREY MILLER 
FAMILY FUND
Refuah Shlema to:
Steven Kimmel by Rhoda and Jeffrey 
Miller and family

DAVE, LOUIS AND LAZ MIRSKY 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Refuah Shlema to:
Kenneth Mirsky by Daniel and Marilyn 
Kimmel

OTTAWA JEWISH CEMETERIES 
ZICHARON FUND
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Ralph Torontow, beloved father by 
Tammy Torontow

OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY 
SCHOOL ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Josh and Jen Zaret on the birth of their 
daughter, Hartland Bowie by Micah and 
Jessica Garten
Margie and Aaron Moscoe on their son 
Adam’s engagement to Mushka by Gary 
and Jody Roodman
In Appreciation of:
Michael Polowin by The Ottawa Jewish 
Community School Board of Directors

THE OTTAWA LION OF JUDAH 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Noah Raskin by Leiba Krantzberg and 
Michael Metz
Myles Taller by Leiba Krantzberg and 
Michael Metz
Mazel Tov to:
Charles Schachnow on receiving the 
Shem Tov Community Volunteer Award 
by Leiba Krantzberg and Michael Metz
Steven Kimmel on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg Distinguished Service Award 
by Leiba Krantzberg and Michael Metz
Allan Shefrin on receiving the Freiman 
Family Young Leadership Award by 
Leiba Krantzberg and Michael Metz
Bonnie and Bruce Engel on the birth of 
their granddaughter, Gabby Michelle by 
Leiba Krantzberg and Michael Metz
Bonnie and Bruce Engel on the engage-
ment of Hana and Jake by Leiba 
Krantzberg and Michael Metz
Lori Caplan and Phil Rimer on the 
birth of their grandson, Jack by Leiba 
Krantzberg and Michael Metz

JACK AND MIRIAM PLEET 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Anniversary Wishes to:
Bert and Rhoda Blevis by Miriam Pleet

SYDNEY SLOAN POTECHIN 
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Bram Potechin on receiving the Abe 
Feinstein Solicitors Award by Sally Taller
Mark and Lynn Shabinsky on the birth of 
their granddaughter by Dodie and Bram 
Potechin and family
Debi and Neil Zaret on the birth of 
their granddaughter, Hartland Bowie by 
Dodie and Bram Potechin and family
In Memory of:
Ernest Allain by Dodie and Bram 
Potechin and family
Sarah Reiner by Dodie and Bram 

Potechin and family

GERALD AND MARY-BELLE 
PULVERMACHER FAMILY 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Anniversary Wishes to:
Gerald and Mary-Belle Pulvermacher by 
Trudy and Sheldon Wiseman

PHYLLIS AND ALAN RACKOW 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Robert Weidman by Valerie Rackow and 
Brian Steinhart

SHELLEY AND SID ROTHMAN 
FAMILY FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Lynn Gillman and Bob Kaminsky on the 
marriage of their daughter Kira to Doug 
by Shelley Rothman

HANNAH SACHS B’NAI MITZVAH 
FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Steven Kimmel on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg Distinguished Service Award 
by Richard and Michelle Sachs

HERMINA SCHACHNOW 
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Charles Schachnow on receiving the 
Shem Tov Community Volunteer Award 
by Lynne Oreck-Wener and Robert 
Wener; and by Barbara and Leonard 
Farber

ELAYNE AND WESLEY SCHACTER 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Marilyn Pomerantz by Elayne and 
Wesley Schacter and family
Anniversary Wishes to:
Bernie and Goldie Collins by Elayne and 
Wesley Schacter and family
Refuah Shlema to:
Barbara Levinson by Elayne and Wesley 
Schacter

SOL AND LAYA SHABINSKY 
FAMILY COMMUNITY 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Mark and Lynn Shabinsky on their 
daughter Sarah’s engagement to Max by 
Neil and Debi Zaret

DAHLIA AND ZACHARY 
SHABSOVE B’NAI MITZVAH FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Fred and Stacey Seller on the birth of 
their grandson, Miles by Adrienne and 
Chuck Shabsove
Bonnie and Bruce Engel on the birth of 
their granddaughter, Gabby Michelle by 
Adrienne and Chuck Shabsove
Debi and Neil Zaret on the birth of 
their granddaughter, Hartland Bowie 
by Adrienne, Chuck, Zach and Dahlia 
Shabsove

foundation donations   |   Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation

Continued on page 18
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foundation donations   |   Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation

In Memory of:
Myles Taller by Adrienne and Chuck 
Shabsove
Noah Raskin by Adrienne, Chuck, Zach 
and Dahlia Shabsove

SAM AND CELIA SHACHTER 
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Sam Lifshutz on his Bar Mitzvah by 
Estelle and Ian Melzer

SOL AND ZELAINE SHINDER 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Steven Kimmel on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg Distinguished Service Award 
by Sol and Zelaine Shinder
Charles Schachnow on receiving the 
Shem Tov Community Volunteer Award 
by Sol and Zelaine Shinder

SAMUEL AND KATHERINE SIGLER 
MEMORIAL FUND
In Appreciation of:
Lawrence Weinstein for accepting the 
Chair position and responsibilities of the 
Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation 
by Jules Sigler and Brian Lahey

LINDA SILVERMAN MEMORIAL 
FUND
In Memory of:
Noah Raskin by Marvin and Phyllis 
Silverman

JACK AND SARAH SILVERSTEIN 
FAMILY ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Allan Shefrin on receiving the Freiman 
Family Young Leadership Award by Jack, 
Sarah, David and Lev Silverstein
Charles Schachnow on receiving the 
Shem Tov Community Volunteer Award 
by Jack, Sarah, David and Lev Silverstein
Steven Kimmel on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg Distinguished Service Award 

by Jack, Sarah, David and Lev Silverstein

STELLA AND LOUIS SLACK 
MEMORIAL FUND
Refuah Shlema to:
Tracey Kronick by Myra and Lester 
Aronson

IRVING AND HARRIET SLONE 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Donna and Eric Levin on the birth of 
their granddaughter by Stuart and Carol 
Levine

LINDA SLOTIN AND JONATHAN 
FISHER ENDOWMENT FUND
Refuah Shlema to:
Tracey Kronick by Linda Slotin

SOLOWAY JEWISH COMMUNITY 
CENTRE ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Allan Shefrin on receiving the Freiman 
Family Young Leadership Award by 
Lynne Oreck-Wener and Robert Wener

SOLOWAY JEWISH COMMUNITY 
CENTRE YOUTH SERVICES FUND
In Memory of:
Salvator Hasson by Carol and Lawrence 
Pascoe

DORIS AND RICHARD STERN 
FAMILY FUND
Anniversary Wishes to:
Jerry and Lynda White by Doris and 
Richard Stern
Birthday Wishes to:
Debbie Altow by Doris and Richard Stern

FREDA AND PHIL SWEDKO 
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Claire Bercovitch on Lindsey and 
Jessica’s engagements by Ingrid Levitz

CASEY AND BESS SWEDLOVE 
MEMORIAL FUND
Anniversary Wishes to:
William and Mera Goldstein by 
Carol-Sue and Jack Shapiro

TAMIR ENDOWMENT FUND
In Appreciation of:
Susan Landau-Chark by Morris 
Schachnow
Anniversary Wishes to:
Bert and Rhoda Blevis by Jerry and 
Lily Penso; and by Norman and Debbie 
Ferkin
Mazel Tov to:
Steven Kimmel on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg Distinguished Service Award 
by Jerry and Lily Penso
Charles Schachnow on receiving the 
Shem Tov Community Volunteer Award 
by Jerry and Lily Penso
Dr. Joshua Taylor on receiving his 
medical degree by Jerry and Lily Penso
In Memory of:
Noah Raskin by Jerry and Lily Penso; 
and by Norman and Debbie Ferkin
Myles Taller by Norman and Debbie 
Ferkin
Jacqueline Davis by Norman and 
Debbie Ferkin
Refuah Shlema to:
Leonard Shore by Norman and 
Debbie Ferkin
Allan Baker by Norman and 
Debbie Ferkin

CLAIRE AND SAM TANNER 
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Myles Taller by Stephen and Lana Tanner
Refuah Shlema to:
Tracy Horlick by Stephen and Lana 
Tanner

TARANTOUR FAMILY FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Ellen Gelman by Gary and Jody 
Roodman

BRENT AND RISA TAYLOR 
ENDOWMENT FUND
Anniversary Wishes to:
Brent and Risa Taylor by Ruth and 
Irving Aaron

MOSES, CHENYA AND HENRY 
TORONTOW MEMORIAL FUND
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Ralph Torontow by Beatrice Torontow

Mazel Tov to:
Reba Diener on the birth of her 
great-grandson, Samuel Oliver Norris by 
Beatrice Torontow

WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE 
ENDOWMENT FUND 
Mazel Tov to:
Susan Halprin and Bryan Klein on the 
birth of their grandson by Lynne Oreck-
Wener and Robert Wener

Birthday Wishes to:
Madeleine Nelson by Lynne Oreck-
Wener and Robert Wener
Helen Coleman by Lynne Oreck-Wener 
and Robert Wener

SAM AND HELENE ZARET 
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Debi and Neil Zaret on the birth of 
their granddaughter, Hartland Bowie by 
Sharon and David Appotive and family

MAX AND TESSIE ZELIKOVITZ 
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Appreciation of:
David and Margo Kardish by Sue and 
Phil Bronsther

                      Visit ojcf.ca
  Contact: Andrea Freedman, President and CEO 

at 613-798-4711 or afreedman@jewishottawa.com

Continued from page 17
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RUBIN FRIEDMAN

BOOK REVIEW

Kaddish.com
By Nathan Englander
Alfred A. Knopf
224 pages

Part 1 of this short novel reads 
more like a Philip Roth story 
about Larry, the eldest son of 
an Orthodox family, who has 

become completely secular, unobservant 
and unbelieving, but has been called 
to the home of his Orthodox sister and 
her family, to sit shiva for their recently 
deceased father.

Larry’s discomfort at the ritual rules 
he has to follow, and his open rebellion 
against them, are made obvious. He has 
several confrontations with his sister 
about his unwillingness to follow the 
rules, especially as his behaviour makes 
his discomfort obvious to the other Ortho-
dox participants during the shiva. As Larry 
notes later, sometimes, “rejection is a way 
to let people know that the thing we reject 
truly matters. It is its own kind of faith, 
even if it’s the opposite of faith.”

Yet his open rebellion is also marked 
by his sense of owing his father respect, 
and of his knowledge that his father had 
always accepted him and respected his 
choices, while still believing Larry would 
come back one day to his “true self”; 
that he and his son would see each 
other in Gan Eyden.

After a final confrontation with his 
sister, her rabbi and a community rep-
resentative, where he first refuses abso-
lutely to follow the rules, the rabbi sug-
gests Larry could yotzei someone else, 
a kind of shaliach mitzvah, a proxy to 
say Kaddish in his stead for the requisite 
time to ensure his father’s soul would 
find peace in the afterlife.

Larry later turns on his computer 
and finds a website, kaddish.com. He 
signs an agreement with an individual 
identified as Chemi, a religious stu-
dent, to carry out what was required, 
and provides background information 
on his father to enable the student to 
say Kaddish while keeping his father 
in mind. After Larry signs what he 
understands to be a kinyan, a binding 
agreement to transfer his responsibility 
to someone else, he suddenly feels the 
“the true weight of the duty that was 
… his” and, racked with sobs, he weeps 
until he pays.

Part 2 of the narrative starts with 
Larry receiving a letter from Chemi 
informing him that the formal period of 
mourning is over. He feels again a sense 

of loss and finds himself weeping, not 
for his father, he thought, but for his 
own lost self.

This brief intro is followed by a 
very short summary of Larry’s gradual 
return to Orthodoxy, first starting with 
his sister’s family, then leading to his 
integration into an Orthodox commu-
nity in Brooklyn, becoming a Grade 
7 Gemara teacher in the very yeshiva 
where he had studied, marrying an 
Orthodox woman and having two chil-
dren with her.

Larry, now known as Reb Shuli, 
20-plus years after the loss of his father, 
is comfortable in his role, agreeing with 
his wife Miri that she should be the one 
who learns Torah every day at the wom-
en’s kollel, blessing his two children at 
the Shabbos meal.

Larry sees himself as a Baal Teshuva 
and is seen that way by everyone else in 
his community.

But, when confronted by a student 
who refuses to stand for Kaddish, even 
though he had recently lost his father, 
he comes to a sudden realization: he 
had never asked for the formal transfer 
of the responsibility of saying Kaddish 
back to himself.

He becomes obsessed with the 
thought that without this return, his 20 
years of saying Kaddish for his father 
had no effect. 

The rest of the narrative – the major 
part of the novel – is a combination 
mystery and adventure story about 
Larry’s search for Chemi, for a return 
kinyan and what he sees as his ultimate 
redemption: getting back his whole 
authentic self and making peace with 
those he felt he had betrayed.

He takes significant risks, leaving his 
home, travelling to Israel, putting his 
and his wife’s finances in danger while 
encountering numerous obstacles in 
tracking down all his leads.

Kaddish.com is hard to put down – 
the kind of story one can read in one 
sitting.

The ultimate redemption that Larry 
finds is both ironic and heartwarming, 
highlighting Englander’s unique skill as 
a story teller of shorter fiction.

And in a real-life twist, JTA recently 
reported that after publication of Kad-
dish.com in March, “someone in fact cre-
ated a website called kaddish.com offer-
ing mourners the very service described 
in Englander’s book.”

A mourner’s rebellion and 
return in compelling novel

‘Sometimes, “rejection is 
a way to let people know 
that the thing we reject 
truly matters.”’

http://www.chamberfest.com
http://www.kaddish.com
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In support of the Bess and Moe Greenberg Family Hillel Lodge
In the Joseph and Inez Zelikovitz Long Term Care Centre

613-728-3990
Your donation to the Lodge assists in providing high quality care for our Jewish elderly.

“GIVING IS RECEIVING” – ATTRACTIVE CARDS AVAILABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Here’s a great opportunity to recognize an event or convey the appropriate sentiment to someone important to you and at the same time support the Lodge.

Call orders may be given to Cathie at 728-3990, 7:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m. Monday to Friday.  You may also go to: www.hillel-ltc.com and click on the 
“Donate Now” button to make your donations.  Cards may be paid for by Visa or Mastercard. Contributions are tax deductible.

THE LODGE EXPRESSES ITS SINCERE APPRECIATION FOR YOUR KIND SUPPORT  
AND APOLOGIZES FOR ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS. DUE TO SPACE LIMITATIONS, THE WORDING APPEARING  

IN THE BULLETIN IS NOT NECESSARILY THE WORDING WHICH APPEARED ON THE CARD. 

Bill and Leona Adler Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Anne Bellman by Dave, Elayne (Adler) Jordan 

and Benjamin, Marilyn Adler and Neil and 
Daniel Blacher

In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Morris Kimmel by Dave, Elayne (Adler) 
Jordan and Benjamin
Leona Adler by the Kaiman family

Sam and Jean Akerman Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Sheila Hartman by Allan Goldstein, Elissa and 

Avraham Iny

Auxiliary of Hillel Lodge Fund
In Memory of:
Myles Taller by Elissa and Avraham Iny

Stella and Norman Beck Family Fund
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Norman Beck by Stella Beck and family

Shmuel and Malka Feig Family Fund
In Memory of:
Noah Raskin by Zahava and Barry Farber
R’Fuah Shlema:
Steven Kimmel by Zahava and Barry Farber 

and family

Tania Firestone Family Fund
In Honour of:
Lindsay and Bob Firestone Mazel Tov on Lola’s 

Bat Mitzvah by Barbara and Steve Levinson

Malcolm and Vera Glube Family Fund
In Honour of:
Bert and Rhoda Blevis Mazel Tov on your 60th 

Anniversary by Malcolm and Vera Glube

Nell Gluck Memorial Fund
In Honour of:
Alfred Friedman Mazel Tov on your 85th 

Birthday by Cheryle and Manny Gluck
Wendy Woods In celebration of friendship 

renewed by Julia Gluck
Henry Molot Mazel Tov on your 80th Birthday 

by Julia Gluck, Ted Overton and Jess and 
Ayelet Overton

Eric and Claire Wilner Mazel Tov on the birth of 
your grandson by Henry and Maureen Molot

In Memory of:
Ruth Matthies by Julia Gluck, Ted Overton 

and Jess and Ayelet Overton

Moe Greenberg and 
Elissa Greenberg Iny Fund
In Honour of:
Barry and Ricki Baker Mazel Tov on your 

grandson Benjamin’s Bar Mitzvah by Elissa 
and Avraham Iny

Charles Schachnow Mazel Tov on receiving 
the Shem Tov Award....a perfect choice by 
Elissa and Avraham Iny

Rhoda and Bert Blevis Mazel Tov on your spe-
cial Anniversary by Elissa and Avraham Iny

R’Fuah Shlema:
Tracey Kronick by Elissa and Avraham Iny
In Memory of:
“Honey” Monson by Elissa and Avraham Iny
Sid Kronick by Elissa and Avraham Iny

Gunner Family Fund
In Honour of:
Rhoda and Bert Blevis Mazel Tov on your 60th 

Anniversary by Sol and Estelle Gunner
Ruth Poplove Mazel Tov on your grandson’s 

Bar Mitzvah by Sol and Estelle Gunner

Evelyn and Isadore Hoffman Family Fund
In Memory of:
Noah Raskin by Issie and Evelyn Hoffman
Don Breedon by Issie and Evelyn Hoffman
R’Fuah Shlema:
Barbara Levinson by Issie and Evelyn Hoffman
Steven Kimmel by Issie and Evelyn Hoffman
Haley Miller by Issie and Evelyn Hoffman
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Morris Kimmel by Issie and Evelyn Hoffman
Liza Hoffman  by Issie and Evelyn Hoffman

Dorothy and Maurie Karp Family Fund
In Honour of:
Etta Karp Mazel Tov on your very special 

Birthday by Dorothy Karp
Dorothy Karp Mazel Tov on your special 

Birthday by Claire Bercovitch

Morris and Lillian Kimmel Family Fund
In Honour of:
Steven Kimmel Mazel Tov on being the recip-

ient of the Gilbert Greenberg Award by 
Elissa and Avraham Iny and Mindy Bullion 
and Joel Benmergui

R’Fuah Shlema:
Steven Kimmel by Martin and Ellie Black, 

Esthel Huniu, 

Bill and Phyllis Leith Family Fund
In Honour of:
Sydney Leith Mazel Tov and best wishes on 

your graduation from High School and 
your acceptance at Queens by Arlene and 
Seymour Isenberg

Zachary Leith Mazel Tov on your graduation 
from middle school  by Arlene and  
Seymour Isenberg

Esther and Irving Kulik Mazel Tov on the birth 
of your granddaughter by Arlene and  
Seymour Isenberg

Norman and Gert Leyton Family Fund
In Honour of:
Dora Litwack Wishing you health and hap-

piness on your next adventure by Cheryle 
Leyton and Manuel Glimcher

Ken and Leah Miller Family Fund
In Honour of:
Leah Miller Happy Mother’s Day by Haley, 

Dalia, Lisa and Mitch Miller
R’Fuah Shlema:
Haley Miller by Issie and Leah Scarowsky

Roslyn and Lee Raskin Family Fund
In Honour of:
Jerry and Lily Penso Mazel Tov on being hon-

oured by the CHW, an honour  
well-deserved by Roz and Lee Raskin

Roz and Lee Raskin Mazel Tov on Robbie’s 
graduation from Medical School by  
Claire Bercovitch

Charles Schachnow Mazel Tov on receiving 
the Shem Tov Award by Roz and Lee 
Raskin

Steven Kimmel Mazel Tov on receiving the 
Gilbert Greenberg Award by Roz and  
Lee Raskin

Rabbi Dr. Reuven Bulka Mazel Tov on your 
special Birthday by Roz and Lee Raskin

In Memory of:
Myles Taller by Roz and Lee Raskin

Noah Raskin by Leah and Ken Miller, Claire 
Bercovitch, Phil and Norma Lazear, Lillian 
Zunder

Ratner / Levine Family Fund
In Memory of:
Shirley Bettel by Danny and Rhonda Levine 

and Family
Louis Cherry by Danny and Rhonda Levine
Noah Raskin by Danny and Rhonda Levine
Shirley and Seymour Levine by George Salzberg
Ben Meltzer by Danny and Rhonda Levine

Sonia Rawicki Agulnik Music Fund
In Honour of:
Shirley Siegel and Sidney Bernstein Mazel Tov 

on your 30th Anniversary by Paula and 
Manny Agulnik

Schachter/Ingber Family Fund
In Memory of:
Terry Roy by Rachel, Howard, Davida,  

Josh and Kayla Schachter

Sternberg / Jacobsen Family Fund
In Honour of:
Laya and Howard Kaplan Mazel Tov on your 

recent marriage by Sandy Shaver and  
Roz and Nordau Kanigsberg

Joan Brodie Mazel Tov and best wishes on 
your birthday by Laya and Howard Kaplan

Roslyn and Myles Taller Family Fund
In Memory of:
Myles Taller  by Jan Jones, Rhoda and Eddy 

Weinberg, Roz and Nordau Kanigsberg
Noah Raskin  by Roz Taller

Anna and Sam Wex Family Fund
In Honour of:
Dr. Allan Shefrin Congratulations on  

receiving the Freiman Family Young  
Leadership Award by Anna and Sam Wex

Carole and Norman Zagerman Family 
Fund
In Honour of:
Herbert Zagerman Mazel Tov on your special 

95th Birthday by Carole Zagerman
Steven Kimmel Mazel Tov on receiving the Gil-

bert Greenberg Award by Carole Zagerman
Charles Schachnow Mazel Tov on receiving 

the Shem Tov Award by Carole Zagerman 
and Andrea Arron

William and Mera Goldstein Mazel Tov on 
your 50th Anniversary by Carole Zagerman 
and Andrea Arron

R’Fuah Shlema:
Kenneth Mirsky by Carole Zagerman and  

Laurie and Andrea Arron

Card Donations
Card donations go a long way to improv-
ing the quality of life for our residents. 
Thank you for considering their needs 
and contributing to their well-being. 

On behalf of the residents and their 
families, we extend sincere appreciation to 
the following individuals and families who 
made card donations to the Hillel Lodge 
Long-Term Care Foundation between May 
9 to June 3, 2019 inclusive. 

HONOUR FUNDS
Unlike a bequest or gift of life insur-
ance, which are realized some time in 
the future, a named Honour Fund (i.e., 
endowment fund) is established during 
your lifetime. 

By making a contribution of $1,000 
or more, you can create a permanent 
remembrance for a loved one, honour a 
family member, declare what the Lodge 
has meant to you and/or support a cause 
that you believe in. 

A Hillel Lodge Honour Fund is a per-
manent pool of capital that earns interest  
or income each year. This income then 
supports the priorities designated by you, 
the donor.

Continued on page xx

http://www.hillel-ltc.com
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***************
Feeding Program
In Memory of:
Noah Raskin by Glenda Goldmaker and David 

Moss
Rema Zaslavsky by Violet and Ben Segal
Delores Padrow by Violet and Ben Segal
In Honour of:
Francine Greenberg Mazel Tov on Samantha’s 

engagement by Joy and Seymour Mender 
and family

Neil and Debi Zaret Mazel Tov on the birth of 
your granddaughter by Joy and Seymour 
Mender and family

Hannah London In appreciation by Phil Brons-
ther

Howard Levine Mazel Tov on your 60th Birth-
day by Barbara and Steve Levinson

Joel and Barbara Diener Mazel Tov on the 
birth of your grandson by Barbara and Steve 
Levinson

Steven Kimmel Mazel Tov on receiving the Gilbert 
Greenberg award by Carol and Stuart Levine

R’Fuah Shlema:
Tracey Kronick by Sara Shabsove
Steven Kimmel by Carol and Stuart Levine
******************
Recreation Program
In Honour of:
Rhoda and Bert Blevis Mazel Tov on your 60th 

Anniversary by Ingrid Levitz

In Memory of:
Anna Benchimol by Aliza and Lawrence Gauzas
Isaac Shanefield by Aliza and Lawrence Gauzas
Benjamin Meltzer by Debbie and Jim Farrow
******************
Ritual Program
In Honour of:
Dina Teitelbaum With sincere appreciation by 

Henry Horovitz
******************
In Memory of:
Jacob and Pearl Gold   Beloved Parents by Syl-

via Gold Fisher and Marvin Fisher
Louis and Sydney Gold Beloved brothers by 

Sylvia Gold Fisher and Marvin Fisher
Noah Raskin by Harris Pleet and Aurete Lavie, 

Sylvia and Morton Pleet, 
Myles Taller by Susan Feldberg, Anna Bilsky
Rosalinde Klyman by Elaine Hauptman
In Honour of:
Donna and Eric Levin Mazel Tov on the birth 

of your new granddaughter by Ingrid Levitz, 
Martin and Ellie Black

Janet and Norman Ironstone Mazel Tov on 
your granddaughter’s Bat Mitzvah by Sheela 
and Ozzie Silverman

Mr. and Mrs. Steven Latner and family Mazel 
Tov on the birth of your new grandson by 
Evelyn Eisenberg

Bunnie Cogan Wishing you a very Happy 
Birthday by Evelyn Eisenberg

Alec and Barbara Okun In appreciation of 
your hospitality and friendship by Joni and 
Chummus Spunt

Alfred Friedman Mazel Tov on your 85th 
Birthday by Bill and Jane James

Rochelle and Rob Waxman Mazel Tov on 
Halie’s Bat Mitzvah by Sheela and Ozzie 
Silverman

R’Fuah Shlema:
Steven Kimmel by Evelyn Eisenberg

Continued from page xx

OPENING NIGHT
Opening Night with 

Rabbi Mordechai Becher

“Finding Pleasure Through Oneness”
Sunday, June 30 • 7:00 pm

$18.00 – includes Dessert Reception
@ Congregation Machzikei Hadas

2310 Virginia Drive

 
Great Controversies 
in Jewish History
- or - 
Battling with our 
Better Selves
7:20 - 8:20 PM

The Kabbalah of Life 
- or - Kashrus at  
Home and Beyond
9:15 - 10:30 AM

Shabbaton
- Rabbis, Rice, and Rifles
- The Mossad and How to  

be a Kosher Spy

q613-695-4800   E info@jetottawa.com     www.jetottawa.com

 JET YARCHEI KALLAH
JEWISH EDUCATIONAL EXTRAVAGANZA  

JUNE 30 – JULY 6, 2019

Lunch and Learns
Mon: Midrash and 
Metaphor
Tues: Fake News
Wed: Relationships
Thurs: Cannabis
Fri: Criticism

Special Guest: Rabbi Mordechai Becher

Penetrating Insights 
into the 
Jewish Holidays
8:00 - 9:00 AM

Jewish Medical 
Ethics

8:30 - 9:30 PM

The Ten Plagues        
     -or-
The Meaning  
of Life
10:45 AM- 12:00 PM

Glebe Shul founders Rabbi Michael and Stacy Goldstein (left) and Smin and Rabbi Yoey Shaps, the Glebe Shuls’ current directors, were honoured “for their outstanding contributions to young 
adults and families,” at JET’s annual Jewish Unity Live event, May 27, at Ben Franklin Place.

Jewish Unity Live

mailto:info@jetottawa.com
http://www.jetottawa.com
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Executive Director 
Full-time contract position

Reporting to the Board of Directors and in 
accordance with the vision and policies of AJA 
50+, the Executive Director provides operational 
leadership and is responsible for the overall 
management of the organization, including 
day-to-day administrative activities. This is a 
40-hour per week position based in your home 
office.  Knowledge of the Jewish community of 
Ottawa is an asset.
    Interested persons will be emailed a full 
job description upon receipt of an application 
including resume to: 

president@aja50plus.ca
The closing date is June 28, 2019

We wish the
entire community

a healthy, meaningful and
sweet 5779

May it be a year filled with
exciting programming!

visit: www.aja50plus.ca

Beit Ha’Am 
Journey in 
Ottawa

The Canadian Zionist Federation (CZF) and the 
World Zionist Organization’s Department for 
Diaspora Affairs (DDA-WZO) brought the Beit 
Ha’Am Journey to Ottawa from May 23 to 26.

The Beit Ha’Am Journey is a series of workshops, 
films and other learning experiences led by experts 
from Israel designed to help Jewish people in the 
Diaspora better understand life in Israel, and to bring 
Israelis and Jewish communities in the Diaspora closer 
together.

Events took place at various locations in the city, 
including the Soloway Jewish Community Centre 
(SJCC), Kehillat Beth Israel, Hillel Ottawa, Temple Isra-
el and Congregation Machzikei Hadas, and were vari-
ously co-sponsored by the Jewish Federation of Otta-
wa, the SJCC, Vered Israel Cultural and Educational 
Program, AJA 50+, Hillel Ottawa, Kehillat Beth Israel, 
Temple Israel and Machzikei Hadas.

ANNA GUREVICH 

Shabbat Yerushalmit (Jerusalem Shabbat) – A Jerusalem-style Shabbat dinner was attended by nearly 50 students at Hillel 
Ottawa. “We had never hosted a Shabbat dinner in the summer and were anxious that less than 10 people would attend,” said 
Hillel Ottawa Director Dovi Chein. “It was one of the most exciting, fun, engaging, and educational Shabbats we have ever 
hosted.”

MICHAEL REGENSTREIF 

Certificate of appreciation – CZF and DDA-WZO present a 
certificate of appreciation to Andrea Freedman, president and 
CEO of the Jewish Federation of Ottawa, for her help in 
bringing the Beit Ha’Am Journey to Ottawa. 
    (From left) Roey Yamin, head of the North American 
delegation of DDA-WZO; Lior Sagi, CZF education program 
director; Ella Dagan, Vered Israel Cultural and Educational 
Program manager; and Les Rothschild, CZF executive board 
president.

MICHAEL REGENSTREIF 

Hatikvah – Esther Serok, representative of the World Zionist 
Organization executive in North America, leads a discussion 
on how “Hatikvah” became the anthem of the Zionist 
movement and eventually the national anthem of the State of 
Israel.

MICHAEL REGENSTREIF 

Beit Ha’Am Journey team – Members of the Beit Ha’Am 
Journey team gather at the SJCC prior to one of the sessions. 
    (From left) Lior Sagi, CZF education program director; Roey 
Yamin, head of the North American delegation of DDA-WZO; Or 
Adi, U.S. east coast director of DDA-WZO; and Les Rothschild, 
CZF executive board president.

Cooking in Hebrew – Israeli 
Chef Einat Abramovitch 
Partin and Lior Sagi, CZF 
education program director, 
led dozens of participants in 
an interactive workshop that 
created an Israeli-style feast 
at Kehillat Beth Israel.

MICHAEL BRIN 

http://www.aja50plus.ca
mailto:president@aja50plus.ca
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There are some conversations you never stop 
having as a parent. One of them is about where 
your kids go to school.

It comes up in nearly every time I meet 
fellow Jewish parents for the first time, or those whose 
kids are approaching school age.

When we tell people our daughter attends the Otta-
wa Jewish Community School (OJCS), we sometimes 
hear “yeah, we thought about that, but we wanted our 
child to go to French immersion.”

In a town where bilingualism is considered key to 
professional success, I see the argument. OJCS is work-
ing at improving its French program, and I really do 
hope it can find a way to make it stronger.

The choice we made to enrol our girl at OJCS doesn’t 
mean we don’t think French is an essential skill. But 
the opportunity for her – and by extension us – to be 
exposed daily and meaningfully to the Jewish world 
takes precedence, for now.

Of course, the price of OJCS is another issue. The 
school works hard to ensure that cost should never 
stop someone from attending. But the cost remains 
both a literal and mental block, given the availability of 
good taxpayer funded schools in so many areas.

But recently I’ve been involved in a couple of 
conversations that highlighted a more challenging 
issue: the extent to which parents don’t see value 
in day school. This is an argument I really struggle 
with.

One was a debate about what kids learn at supple-
mentary schools. A parent wanted their kid to attend 
supplementary school and seemed to expect that in 
so doing, they’d be entirely functional in Hebrew and 

receive just as “good” a Jewish education as if they 
attended OJCS.

The argument for French immersion goes like this: 
a child needs full time exposure to French in order to 
become bilingual.

So, if that’s the case, is it truly reasonable to expect, 
or demand, that without full time exposure to Jewish 
education, a child will be fluent in Hebrew, or will come 
away with as much knowledge of Jewish faith, culture 
and customs as they would if they attended day school?

Around the same time, I met a parent who 
expressed concern that despite being in supplemen-
tary school a couple of hours a week, their kid had 
no close Jewish friends and didn’t seem to be that 
connected.

I responded – send your kid to OJCS. My daughter 
has wonderful friends, and it is so sweet to see them all 
together not just at school but at community events or 
at synagogue.

Nah, this parent replied. Day school is just not our 
“thing.”

I asked what they meant.
They said they didn’t go to day school as a child, and 

didn’t want their kids to just be around other Jewish 

kids all the time. Plus they lived too far away to make 
day school work, and liked the free time they had as 
parents on Sundays when their child was in Hebrew 
school.

This was the first time I’d ever heard someone not 
explicitly cite French or money as a reason not to send 
their kids to OJCS.

Instead, what I took away from the conversation was 
this: they simply saw no value in what experience their 
child could get from day school.

That’s their choice. And to be fair, they were aware 
that it came with consequences, but accepted them. It 
just didn’t matter enough to them to find another way.

I applaud their honesty, I do, even if I don’t under-
stand their point of view.

We see tremendous value in having our daughter 
at OJCS. But explaining why is harder than I thought, 
both in conversations like that one and even here – I’ve 
been wrestling with this column for days.

So I’ll try to explain with a story.
On Passover, we travelled to visit my in-laws. At 

one seder, all of the other kids had limited exposure to 
Judaism; among other things, they’d never searched for 
an afikoman.

So our daughter, the youngest by a few years, 
explained it to them. She then excitedly led them all 
on a hunt through the house, while trying to teach 
them Passover songs. She did this on her own, with no 
prompting from us.

Her knowledge, her leadership, her delight in Jew-
ish life, her passion for sharing that delight with oth-
ers – like the old MasterCard commercial said, that’s 
priceless.

The hows and whys of Jewish education as a choice

STEPHANIE SHEFRIN 

MODERN
MISHPOCHA

A Jewish portable Toilet??
Ok, so there is no such thing! But, in Ottawa, there is a portable toilet  

business owned and operated by a contributing member of the Jewish  
community of Ottawa. And those contributions have been flowing for about 
30 years now.

Aside from providing some of the best portable sanitation equipment around,  
Go-Hut also generously donates annually (through its owners) and supports  
community institutions such as schools, Hillel Lodge, and the various drives in 
support of Israel.

Go-Hut Toilet Rentals is the one and only portable restroom business which 
returns dividends to the Jewish community of Ottawa.

Think about it as a business owner: by not supporting your local community  
supplier, you are not supporting the members of your community who may be  
your very customers and friends. Is this not the epitome of cutting off your nose....?

Our fathers knew the value of community supporting community: why don’t we 
continue that tradition?

So next time you have the need to ‘go’ in the field, on the job, at the outdoor 
wedding or party, or wherever else, make your ‘contributions’ count for your  
community. Show your community support: go Go-Hut!!

See our full equipment range and get a quote at:
www.Gohut.ca

Or call us at Go-Hut Toilet Rentals 613-247-0607
email: Sales@gohut.ca  

1301 Prince of Wales Drive, Ottawa, ON  K2C 1N2 

Tel:  613-224-1802   Fax:  613-224-0707
www.templeisraelottawa.ca

Temple Israel
An egalitarian Reform congregation

President: Stephen Asherman
Sr. Rabbi: Robert Morais
Rabbi Emeritus: Steven H. Garten
Executive Director: Heather Cohen

Administrative Officer: Cathy Loves
Religious
School Principal:
Sue Potechin

Friday Kabbalat 
       Shabbat Services 6:15 pm

Torah Study Saturday 9:00 am

Saturday Shabbat Services 10:15 am

Thursday morning minyanim 7:30 am
Second and fourth Thursdays

Jewish roots, contemporary values, egalitarian

Temple Israel Religious School – We’re hiring!
Interested in teaching at TIRS? We will be hiring 1-2 teachers for the next 
school year as well as substitute teachers.
    Applicants must have knowledge of Jewish studies (Tanach, holidays, 
ethics, tikkun olam, Israel, Shoah, t’fillot, Hebrew, etc.) and Reform Judaism. 
Knowledge of Conservative and Orthodox practice an asset. Please contact 
Sue at tirs@templeisraelottawa.ca or 613-864-8156 by June 30.

http://www.Gohut.ca
mailto:Sales@gohut.ca
mailto:tirs@templeisraelottawa.ca
http://www.templeisraelottawa.ca
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It’s not too late to show your support! Any gift received 
before June 30, 2019 will help us meet the 2019 Annual 
Campaign Fundraising Goal of $1.5M!

1-855-477-5964 info@chw.ca

chw.ca

@CHWdotCA@CHWdotCA

CanadianHadassahWIZO

CHW passionately supports programs and services for Children, Healthcare, and Women in Israel and Canada.

THANK YOU
A sincere thank you to all 

donors and supporters of the
CHW 2019 Annual Campaign!

CLIENT: Arbor Memorial BLEED: None
DOCKET: D016636 TYPE SAFETY: 0.3125” all around
NAME: Kelly Welcomes New Staff Ad COLOUR: 4 Colour Process
AD SIZE: 5”w x 6”h

Arbor Memorial Inc.  

Introducing a new 
member of our family
Serving the Jewish 
Community since 1954. 

We are proud to welcome 
Perry Medicoff to our team 
of caring professionals.

When planning ahead, rely 
on Perry to help your family.

Get started now! 
Call for a FREE planning kit!
613-462-1906

Ottawa, ON  •  kellyfh.ca

Kelly Funeral Homes
by Arbor Memorial

In September, Israelis will once again march to the 
election booths to determine who will lead their 
democratically elected government. Although 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was asked to 

form a government following the April 9 election, he 
was unable to cobble together a mishmash of right-wing 
secularists and right-wing religious parties into a major-
ity of 61 Knesset seats. The opposition Blue and White 
party hopes this time their middle-of-the-road, slightly 
to the right-of-centre approach will have greater success.

In the second election of 2019, no major party will 
speak about peace with the Palestinians as a priority. In 
the months leading up to the election, representatives 
of the Trump administration will convene a meeting of 
interested parties in Bahrain to unveil the long-awaited 
“Trump Plan.”

Ostensibly, a plan intended to bring an end to the 
72-year conflict between two peoples claiming rights 
to one land, appears to avoid the issue of peace and 
rapprochement. The summit is meant to drum up sup-
port for the economic component of the yet publicly 
unrevealed, but privately discussed, peace plan. It is not 
clear at this writing if representatives of the Palestinian 
Authority or the government of Israel will attend an 
economic summit.

While peace has never seemed further from reality, 
there is a ray of hope. Very much like distressing and 
chastising haftarot that usually end with a nechemtah  
(a phrase of consolation and a message of eternal 
hope), so too, in the midst of expanding settlements, 
promises of Golan Heights expropriation, terrorist 
attacks, violence in Jerusalem and Gaza, Shaqued 
Morag, executive director of Peace Now in Israel, who 

spoke May 15 in Ottawa, offers a message of hope.
Peace Now is the largest and most enduring Israeli 

movement advocating for peace. Founded in 1978, fol-
lowing the visit of Egyptian president Anwar Sadat to 
Israel, in an act known to Israelis as the “The Officer’s 
Letter,” 348 reserve officers and soldiers implored 
then prime minister Menachem Begin to move quick-
ly and not lose the opportunity for peace. The NGO 
has continued to advocate for a two-state solution 
and to publicly hold successive Israeli governments 
accountable for behaviours it deems morally ques-
tionable.

It has been a long circuitous road that Israel and the 
Palestinians have travelled since 1978. While treaties of 
peace and cooperation have been signed by Israel with 
Jordan, Egypt and the Palestinian Authority, the long-
sought final resolution is no closer at hand.

Therefore, it would have been understandable 
if Morag had brought a message of resignation and 
despair. But quite the opposite message was delivered, 
her message was one of hope. She reminded us of the 
message which permeates the history of Zionism: that 
Israel was not created overnight. In fact, from the sec-
ond century CE until 1948, Jews prayed for a homeland, 
perhaps never really expecting one. In the same siddur 

which asks us to believe in the return to Zion, we ask 
for shlaimut (peace), wholeness in spite of being sur-
rounded by a world perpetually at war with the Jewish 
people. Morag’s message was that hope is the value 
which motivates all of Jewish existence.

It is hope that serves as the foundational message 
of Peace Now. The programs of Peace Now have been 
reformatted away from mass demonstrations to more 
intimate gatherings of Israeli Jews and Palestinians, 
whether they be Israeli citizens or residents of the West 
Bank.

I spoke with Morag the day after her formal presen-
tation and she eloquently reminded me there are many 
Israelis yearning for peace, they just need a public 
spokesperson to galvanize them the way Yitzhak Rabin, 
Shimon Peres and others have done. She believes with 
all her heart that a new leader will arise to remind 
Israelis of their destiny: a homeland with civil liberties 
for all its citizens.

The week before Morag spoke in Ottawa, hun-
dreds gathered in Ottawa to observe and celebrate 
Yom Ha’Atzmaut. The highlight of any observance is 
the heartfelt rendition of the Israeli national anthem, 
“Hatikvah” (The Hope). Originally, “Tikvatenu,” a 
nine-stanza poem written by Naphtali Herz Imber in 
1878, it was read by Imber to the earliest settlers in 
Petah Tikvah. “Hatikvah” became the anthem of the 
Zionist movement in 1897, and there are reports that 
it was sung at Auschwitz while Jews were beaten by SS 
guards.

If Hope served to fortify those facing certain death, 
and those facing an uncertain future in pre-mandate 
Palestine, who are we to give up on Hope?

‘Who are we to give up on Hope?’

RABBI STEVEN H. GARTEN 

A VIEW FROM 
THE BLEACHERS

mailto:info@chw.ca
http://kellyfh.ca
http://chw.ca
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Historically, most medical studies have been 
conducted using male subjects. Women are 
significantly underrepresented in research 
on some of the top killers of women, such as 

cardiovascular disease, lung cancer and Alzheimer’s dis-
ease. https://tinyurl.com/y8qpsu8q

Trials that exclude women are potentially hazard-
ous to women’s health. Ignoring biological sex differ-
ences and adjusting the prescribed dosages or making 
other modifications to account for women’s generally 
smaller stature is often inadequate. Women want and 
deserve to be included in studies and have the medi-
cal research gender gap closed.

A study of some 20,000 Americans who received 
CPR in public found that women are less likely to be 
given CPR than men. Fear of pressing too hard and 
harming a woman, as well as concern about exposing 
and accidentally touching a woman’s breasts, may 
deter people from performing CPR on women in pub-
lic. The study found that 39 per cent of women who 
had a cardiac arrest in public received CPR versus 45 
per cent of men, and men have a 23 per cent greater 
chance of survival. Better CPR training (e.g., use of 
female mannequins for practice and in-class discus-
sion of this gender issue) may alleviate the problem. 
Perhaps CPR techniques performed on women should 
be different to provide better outcomes.  
https://tinyurl.com/y3485vsq

When women present symptoms to their physician 
or other health care providers, they are more likely 
than men to be underdiagnosed or undertreated, 
regardless of the gender of the provider. For example, 
men and women may present with or discuss different 
heart attack symptoms. Because women may have 

atypical symptoms (e.g., fatigue, nausea, back pain) 
and not the classic chest pains, women are more like-
ly to be undertreated, or given diagnostic tests and 
treatments based on cardiac research done on men, 
resulting in poorer outcomes. In 2016, the American 
Heart Association released its first scientific statement 
on women’s heart attacks, including a host of recom-
mendations. https://tinyurl.com/y23zw9qf

When men tell their doctor they’ve been experienc-
ing chest pains or other heart attack symptoms, they 
are more likely to be referred for testing or sent direct-
ly to the ER. Women need to advocate for themselves, 
demand tests and basically to be taken seriously, but 
the onus shouldn’t be on the patients. Medical profes-
sionals should be trained to be aware of gender bias, 
have better knowledge of different symptoms in men 
versus women, and ensure they take their patients’ 
concerns seriously. Familiarize yourself with women’s 
heart attack symptoms (https://tinyurl.com/y9wbjl5a). 
Women want and deserve to be heard, acknowledged 
and treated appropriately.

Women are the prime target audience of tele-
vision daytime talk shows. I recently caught a 
segment of “The Social” featuring a homeopath/
chiropractor demonstrating yoga-style exercises. 
This guest made some claims that I found to be 

factually inaccurate – such as stating that holding 
the dancer yoga pose for 20-30 seconds gives you a 
“calorie burn.” The gullible co-hosts seemed very 
excited that they could burn extra calories in just a 
few seconds. The fact is that holding any single pose 
for a few seconds burns an insignificant number of 
calories. You burn calories all the time, even when 
you sit or sleep. You burn approximately four to six 
calories per minute in a 30-minute yoga session. 
Therefore, you expend a mere two to three calories 
of energy by holding a given pose for 20-30 seconds. 
Yoga is not a high calorie-burning form of exercise, 
though it does have other benefits. Women want 
and deserve reputable “experts” who provide truth-
ful information in the media.

Some exercise equipment is designed without 
consideration for women’s anatomy. I can tell which 
machines did not have design input from women. 
Machines that require the user to press her chest 
against a pad, such as the prone leg curl, can be 
uncomfortable. They should have an impression in 
the pad to allow space for women’s breasts. Machines 
that lack seat adjustments may be uncomfortable for 
shorter women. For example, some stationary bikes 
have seat height adjustments, but the seat cannot be 
moved closer to the handlebars. Some machines are 
too heavy by default for women who are petite or just 
building up their strength. For example, some calf-
raise machines require a minimum lift of 20 pounds. 
Some gyms have a few lighter dumbbells (under 15 
pounds) which is what the vast majority of women 
use. Yet, those gyms have numerous extremely heavy 
weights. Women want and deserve exercise equipment 
that addresses their needs.

Things women need from health and fitness sources

GLORIA SCHWARTZ  

FOCUS ON 
FITNESS

Torah Day School of Ottawa is dedicated
to building a Jewish future through 
education. We nurture, educate and 
inspire our students as they develop a 
love of Torah and community along with 
an excellent academic education.

Positions Available:
• Executive Assistant (full-time)
• Bookkeeper (part-time)

Executive Assistant – The Executive Assistant provides 
administrative and operational services, supporting the Head of 
School in carrying out his responsibilities, and ensuring effi cient and 
effective school operations.

Bookkeeper – The bookkeeper is responsible for the preparation 
and maintenance of fi nancial records and reports for Torah 
Day School of Ottawa, providing fi nancial support through 
bookkeeping, banking and reporting services.

Full job descriptions, qualifi cations and additional information 
are available at www.torahday.ca.

Please submit a cover letter stating qualifi cations along with a 
CV to rabbi.perton@torahday.ca. 
Deadline for application is June 28, 2019.

Torah Day School of Ottawa is Hiring

https://tinyurl.com/y8qpsu8q
https://tinyurl.com/y3485vsq
https://tinyurl.com/y23zw9qf
https://tinyurl.com/y9wbjl5a
http://www.torahday.ca
mailto:rabbi.perton@torahday.ca
mailto:mspergel@trebnet.com
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613.244.9210

For more information contact:  
Cindy Presser Benedek - Director

cindy@cbbottawa.com

Register Now!  
Spaces Still Available 

CBB now has an endowment fund. 
Make a donation at cbbottawa.com/donations

cbbottawa.com

Building friendships 
that last a lifetime

mailto:cindy@cbbottawa.com
http://www.cbbottawa.com
http://cbbottawa.com/donations
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ONGOING EVENTS

Caregiver Group - Connecting with your Loved One
1:30 - 3 pm, every third Wednesday until August 21, 2019, 
The Bess and Moe Greenberg Family Hillel Lodge, 
10 Nadolny Sachs Pvt. 
Contact: Lisa Rossman or Joanna Abrams 613-728-3900 
ext 114. This discussion and supportive group offers 
family members and caregivers encouragement, 
comfort and self care techniques.

TUESDAY, JUNE 25

Ottawa Israeli Dance
6:30 - 10 pm, Ottawa Jewish Community School gym, 
31 Nadolny Sachs Pvt. 
Contact: judy@ottawaisraelidance.ca
Cost: $5 at the door. Contemporary Israeli dances. Old 
favourites, great music and exercise. All in a fun and 
friendly atmosphere. Beginner to advanced. The latest 
line and circle dances, as well as old favourites. No 
experience or partner necessary. All ages welcome.

THURSDAY, JUNE 27

16th Annual Israeli Film Festival
2 Daly Ave., Arts Court 
Contact: Ella Dagan
edagan@jccottawa.com
Cost: $13. Join us at the annual Israeli Film Festival! 
Schedule here: 
https://www.cfi-icf.ca/iff

Sponsor: Vered Israel Cultural and Educational 
Program, Soloway Jewish Community Centre, The 
Embassy of Israel, Canada-Israel Cultural Foundation, 
Jewish Federation of Ottawa

SUNDAY JUNE 30 - SATURDAY JULY 6

JET Yarchei Kallah: Jewish Educational Extravaganza
7 - 9 pm, Hillel Lodge & Soloway Jewish 
Community Centre, 
Contact: Sierra Cwinn, info@jetottawa.com 
A week of classes, lunch-and-learns, a special opening 
night and a Shabbaton. Special guest: Rabbi Mordechai 
Becher, professor of Jewish History, former IDF chaplain, 
author, teacher and speaker. Opening Night at 
Machzikei Hadas, classes at Hillel Lodge and SJCC, and 
Shabbaton at Beit Tikvah. More info and register here: 
www.jetottawa.com

SATURDAY, JULY 6 & SUNDAY JULY 7

Shabbaton with Rabbi Ariel Goldberg
9:45 am - 3 pm, Ottawa Jewish Community School, 
31 Nadolny Sachs Pvt. 
Contact: Paul Adler, psadler@psadler.com
Rabbi Ariel Goldberg, a Jewish educator and clinical 
social worker based in New York City, will explore 
Judaism’s approach to addressing mortality and 
immortality at a shabbaton sponsored by Adath Shalom 
Congregation. The second shiur will be held on Sunday 
at the home of Adath Shalom members.

COMING EVENTS

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 8

Kosher BBQ Cook-Off and Festival
3 - 7 pm, Ottawa Torah Centre Chabad
111 Lamplighters Dr. 
Contact: Rabbi Blum, rabbi@theotc.org 
BBQ competition, food galore, entertainment for the 
family. 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

Annual Campaign Kickoff 2020
7 - 9 pm, Algonquin Commons Theatre, 1385 Woodroffe 
Ave., Building E
Contact: Tanya Poirier, tpoirier@jewishottawa.com
The Jewish Federation of Ottawa’s 2020 campaign 
kickoff event will feature Elon Gold, internationally 
known comedian and actor.

what’s going on   |   June 24 to July 21, 2019
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CANDLE LIGHTING BEFORE

BULLETIN DEADLINES

condolences   

Condolences are extended to the families of: 

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ACTIVITIES TAKE PLACE AT THE JOSEPH AND ROSE AGES FAMILY BUILDING, 21 NADOLNY SACHS PRIVATE

The Condolence Column  
is offered as a public service  
to the community. There is no 
charge. For listing in this column, 
please call 613 798-4696, ext. 274. 
Voice mail is available. 

Jacqueline Davis
Mark Molot
Noah Raskin
Isidore Reef
Rema Zaslavsky

May their memory  
be a blessing always.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 3  FOR JULY 22
WEDNESDAY, JULY 31 FOR AUGUST 19
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14 FOR SEPTEMBER 2
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28 FOR SEPTEMBER 23

JUNE 28 8:37 PM
JULY 5 8:35 PM
JULY 12 8:32 PM
JULY 19 8:27 PM

ELEVATED HOME INSPECTION
Offers the following services:
Pre-Purchase Home Inspections
Pre-Listing or Pre-Sale Home Inspections
Pre-Renovation Inspections
Home Monitoring Services

June Home  
Inspection Tip:
Service air conditioners more than 
5 years old, trim back trees and 
foliage around the outside unit, and 
replace your furnace air filter, for 
better efficiency.

Michael Levitan, BID
|613|286-8925

elevatedhome@gmail.com

Visit us on the web 
www.elevatedhomeinspection.ca

mailto:judy@ottawaisraelidance.ca
mailto:edagan@jccottawa.com
https://www.cfi-icf.ca/iff
mailto:info@jetottawa.com
http://www.jetottawa.com
mailto:psadler@psadler.com
mailto:rabbi@theotc.org
mailto:tpoirier@jewishottawa.com
mailto:elevatedhome@gmail.com
http://www.elevatedhomeinspection.ca
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